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LibrClry Is Undergoing Major Alterations
by FRANK FAINE
Staff Writer
The Library Lobby is undergoing major alterations in
order to facilitate the moving
of Circulation from the third
floor to the first floor.
· Mrs. Mary Lou Harkness,
director of the Library, said
"The primary reason for the
move is the grow_ing number

. books that now circulate.
IT Wll,L also be much
more convenient for the students to be able to check-out
books and return them to
first floor, instead of having to
walk up three flights of stairs
to do so."

ty for its books and periodicals.

She went on to say that the
new ' charge-out location will
give the Library added securi-

WITH THE ,growing number
of books tha,t now circulate,
some 16,000 circulated· in

Ivirs. Harkness also said that
the move is · p a r t of an
overall projected plan to
change the present manual
check-out system to a computer system.

April and with the growing
number that will be in circulation in the coming years,
the new system will be drastically needed."
Several steps have already
· been taken in the move, with
others in progress. The entire
first floor lobby is being car- ,
peted.
The new circulation · desk

area will be located where the
old lounge was. The lounge
area will be moved across the
lobby where the Recreation
Collection was. It will be
moved into the Reserve
Room, just inside t he· second
set of double doors by the Art
Gallery.

THE NEW circulation area
will consist of two check-out

lines and a large work space
area fo r the circulation s taff.
In order for students to
check out books, they will
have to go through a set of
turnstiles · into the circulation
area.
They will then proceed to either of two check-out stations.
They will then exit through a_
another set of turnstiles, and
then out the front door.

THE WHOLE area will be
separated from the front entrance by a decorated wood
panel.
Mrs. Harkness set July 1 as
tentative completion date for
the move. "The en t ire
change-over to the computer
system however, will not be
completed until September,
1970, and this is only a proj ected date," she _said.

'69-'ro CatalOCJS
The 1969-70 USF Accent
On Learning catalogs are
now available in the Office
of Admission, Administration Building 264. The office is open 9 :30-4 Monday
through Frida);'.
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USF Closer To

Slyker Heads
Newl y Formed
SG Department

Having Rathskellar
'

The Student Government
committee to establish a rathskellar on campus met last

week to view plans drawn up
by an interior decorator to
convert the South side of the

-

.

Lang-Lit B~i'lding
Completion Set '71
Construction of the new
Language Literature Building
is slated to begin in' October,
1969 with completion scheduled for March 19TI.

t

Literature Building will be
four stories with 122,000
square feet of area.
He said there will be 47 general class rooms, a lecture
hall with a seating capacity of
· 5QO, and offices for the various departments h o u s e d
there.

Roxy Neaj, P 1 a n n i n g
Coordiantor of the Facilities
Planning and Operations office, said that the architects,
Schweizer Associates of' Winter Park, were in the final ~ THE DESIGN .of the buildstages of designin,g the build- ing has not been released yet,
but buff brick will be ·used in
ing.
the construction as it is in the
THE DEPARTl\'1EN'l~ -0
est of the ~builfilngs ~on
English, Modern Langu_a ges,
pus. ~ =-··
Speech, Philosophy, InterdisThe Language Literature
ci~linary Programs, Mass
Buildini· will be built on the
Communications and C2mpus
south side of E lm. Dr. across
Publications will be housed in
from the Education•-Building.
t h e Languages Literature
It will be served by the roads
Building.
which gre now under construcNeal said that t{le Language tion in that area.

MAY 14, 1969

University Center dining area:
Plans include a dance floor,
stage, booths,. and separated
dining areas.
The plans were shown by
Staff Industrit?s, an affiliate of
Morrison's Cafeterias who
provided the interior decorator for the rathskellar.

\

Student Government (SG)
President Steve Anderson
today issued an Executive
Or der creating the Department of Student Health,
Transportation and Welfare.
(HTW). Anderson appointed
past legislator Dan Slyker,
lCBS, to head the Department. Slyker will head a Department of six to ten people,
Ray King, director of food
and will serve on the presila nd housing said his offic11
dent's ca binet. He will be the
would cooperate on a foo<f
first freshman to serve --on
plan for the rathskellar.
that body.
Anderson's Executive Order
~{llfu'W&'TlY!ID'5lli'i1'JKt.'f'~W"°™~
said the Department I was
created "in order to meet a
"
long existing need. That need
centers around resident and
• intra-univer~t-y ~~airs! wheret • -· problems arise with 1,ncreas.-~: . ing - regularity, and where.
Fiorida Atto~ey General
there is no Executive Agency
Earl Faircloth will speak here
toresolvethose problems."
Friday at 8 p.m. in the Kiva of
the Education Building.
The Department of HTW
will
deal with food, housing,
Ther~ is no admission
health service, the bookstore,
charge.
i~tra-university
transpor~a~
tion, and other areas crucial
to student life.
The childre~'s ~how 'Andr6cles and the Lion' will complete
it-s run tonight at 8 on Centre Stage. Mary Lon Bolf (above)
Previously, projects in these
plays the pretty ·young ·girl in the st-0ry and Ron 1,ari\ plays
areas were handled by the
. the Lion. Masks .will not...be used in 1he production • ~
Department of Commuter, or
will be a. more real·Lion! .
r
_
,:...,
?,':"
~
External Affairs. Anderson
.
T h e Ul;' Entertainment
Committee has made commitments ,vith the Coffee
house 8ircuit to provide USF
with t!ntertain..~ent. The proposed rathskellar would be an
excellent facility for these
shows, said Duane Lake. director of the University Cen~
ter.

Earl Faircloth
cam-=-...:,"Here Fhaay

~

Black· 'Free Schools'
I

·
d
.
N
•
.
·
e
s.
ay
.
I
g ht Th•I ng
W edn
·

Mar~aro, have assemb I e d a · mammoth
stereo system on Crescent Hill for hard .rock
advocates and whoever wishes to groove
with them.
·
They wish to emphasize they have no, or

,are not repfesenting,
·t· I ff"I.
any po l1 1ca a 1 1ation. They wish to engage in no controversy, "but provide good
music for interested
•
•
b
11~teners.,. Music
egins at 5 p.m. and continues ,until curfew.

,

USF students are manning
Jeff Smith, (lCBS), who events, black history and
tea'Ching posts in Sarasota with Cliff Thaell (3CBS), black poetry are being includ"free schools'' set up to aid Kathy Shea, (lCBS) and Bob . ed in the studies.
J?Iacjl: students boycotting Sar- Pasternak (3CBS), is recruit. Smith said the schools " creasota's pµblic school: system .. ing volunteers from USF said
ate a fantastic learning atmoThe boycott was called May 40 USF students have· been sphere. Discipline is ~o prob4 in . protest of 'the -proposed teaching at the schools since lem. Anybody that says that
phas mg out of a number of last we:ek. ·
kids from the ghetto are not
· -black schools,' moving them to
• Smith said most of the boyinterested or capable of learn~ white neighborhood and b1:15- cotting students are attending ing is crazy. They are some
mg the blacks to white free schools. They are at- -0f the most ip.terested and reschools.
tempting to maintain a curricThe free schools have been ulum simila r t o that estab- ceptive students I've seen."
set up in churches throughout lished in the public school sysThe students plan to remain
the colnlllunity and are tem, but that language and on strike for the remaining
staffed by both volunteer. ~ol- science teachers are hard to five weeks of the school year
lege students and certified fi nd.
unless the school boa rd ret eachers, a spokesman said.
Smith added that current verses its decision.

Oracl·e Wins 2nd Pacemaker
For the second time in its
three-year history, The Oracle
has won a Pacemaker Award,
college . journalism's P ulitzer
Prize ·equivalent, for overall
excellence.
, The 1969 award rates The
Oracle as one _of two best
weekly college ne\~spapers in
the nation. It is given annually by the American Newspa- .
per Publishers Association
(ANPA) and the Associated
Collegiate Press (ACP) . ·
Selection o f Pacemaker
MARIO GARCIA
Awards is made from among
the top 10 per cent of campus
papers awarded All-American two each in weekly and dail_y
ratings by the ACP. The Ora- . categories of four-yea_r colcle recently r eceived its sixth leges a nd universities. The
consecutive All-American rat- names of other 1969 Pacemaker papers will be a nnounced
ing.
nationally by ANPA Friday.
A total of six Pacemakers
are awarded . annually by
Editor of The Oracle during
ANPA •and ACP; two in the the judging period (last Sepjunior college ca,tegory, and tember through January) was

and eager to begin· work. Second, he is a freshman, and
will be serving the students
for two or three years. As the
Student Government assumes
a greater role in University
affairs, our need for continuing through bringing. fa more
freshmen and sophomores has
become more apparent."
The Department will begin
work immediately, with the
mandatory food and housing
policies as its first projects.
Anderson will take HTW before the legislature Thursday
night for legislative approval.

Ta Iks ·Held: On,
Recogn,
·
•,,on
• 01·
·
rga n,zat·t•ons

- -•
'.

_

o
•

Last· Night·· ~or 'Androcles' -.~

~

What it is ••. really,
••• is the Wedensday
Night Thing On The
Hill. A new group on
campus, 'The group of
students interested in
good music' (TGOSIIGM), Bryon Alexander, Zeek and Gesrge

said this is now becoming impossible. " The large number
of programs being developed
by the presently established
Departments, together with
the incr-easing volume of problems arising in the areas · of
food, housing, and other intrauniversity affairs, makes the
. creation of this new agency
vital to Student Goverhment
operations."
Anderson said Slyker's appointment came about because of two reasons. "First,
he is a well qualified individual. He is capable, aggressive ,

·

•

The Board of Regents' Special Committee on recognition
of campus organizations met
for the first time this week in
Tallahassee.
Chairman of the committee,
Chester H. Ferguson, called
the meeting at Florida State
University immediately following the monthly Board of
Regents' meeting May 5.

son, Louis C. Murray, and Julius F. Parker, all Regents,
will meet at each state university to hear statements ·
from different factions of the ·
University. These factors will
include Student Government;4
minority student groups, faculty and administration. .

Bill Of. Rights
Still In

The committee had been
formed in March to review
the present methods of organizational recognition, and to
analyze the recommendations
of the State Council 'of Student
Body Presidents. That council
proposed at the March meeting of the Board, that in the
future, organizations merely
· Board of Regents Chancel:
register, without either being
approved or disapproved by lor Robert B. Mautz and his
staff are now in the process o.f
the state universities.
analyzing the U.S.F. Bill of
DISCUSSION AT TH E Student Rights. This anmeeting was general in na- nouncement came f rom Stut u r e, centering primarily dent Government . (SG) presiaround the purpose of campus dent Steve Anderson.
organizations a nd their relaAnderson, w h o inquired
tion to the University.
recently as to the status of the·
· It was decided that a sys- document, was . told by Mautz
tematic study would be neces- that he and his staff, in- assosary, a nd that all factors and ci_ation wit_!l the Attorney Genopinions should be carefully eral's office; were giving the
considered before a ny de- paper careful consideration
cis10ns are made. The com- but could not predict when
mittee, composed of Fergu- they would be finished.

Mautz'sOffice

Mario Garcia , 4EDU, who
was editor of The Falcon
Times of Miami Dade Junior
College when it won a Pacemaker in 1967 in the junior
college category. He has
worked summers on The
Miami News and was awarded a scholarship by the Newspaper F und last year.
Advertising manager for the, tperiod was, and continues to f_{I
I
be R. Pat Hill, 3 MKT.
i
Among other Oracle staffers ~1
during the judging per iod
The Survey of College
were : Miss Polly Weaver, [ Achievement Examination,
makeup-copy editor and now ;i, required of all graduating
managing editor; Miss Leslie
seniors in Liberal Arts and
Taylor, editorial page editor; !M Basic Studies, has been
iv,iss Margie Sisk,. news editor I changed from May 29 at 2
and now with the Tampa ~} p.m. to 3 _p.m. The May 28
Times ,
da te is still at .6 :30 p.m.
The Pacemaker will be i Any senior wishing to
awarded to The Oracle in a
change his date may do so
ceremony during the annual I by callingLEvaluation SerAGP convention next fall . in
vices, ext. '741.
Miami.

Survey·Exam
Time Now
At 3p.m."

Ii

ll

I

I

I

THE Bll,L was approved by
the SG legislature Quarter II,
and was sent to the Regents'
office by John Allen, USF
president. That office was to
analyze the document and report on its legality and acceptability.

Since then, no report on its
progress has been made and
SG members began to question the procedures being
used.
The reason for the delay,
according to Mautz, is the
large amount of time which
the Regents' office is devotipg
t'O the state legislature, now in
session. Mautz's staf.f provides information and advice
to the legislators on educational matters. This, according to the Chancellor, is an
enormously time consuming
duty.
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Good, Bad, Ugly
Top UC Weekend
By JOY EAs'DIAN -

. fast beat creates a pleasurable change in . the current
trend of hard rock.
One often bears of up and
"The Good, Bad and Ugly,"
coming musical groups · who consistning, of Bob Andrews,
claim to have something · Mike Sith ·and '!Red" Chan"new" to offer. However, the dler, compose a truly versapopularity·of the "new" sound· tile folk rock group.
·seems to ebb with the overWhen asked how their
flow of the resulting acid music fits into today's musiso·und in rock: The tragic· cal media Red· r e p 1 i e d,
truth is that many of these en- "Wehave a sb.und that we feel
tertainers _" are more "sound is.new.
makers'' than musicians.
"We perform songs of ·yesBy comparison, · the fresh terday, which many people
surge of sound presented by- still desire plus ·up-to-date
"The Good, Bad and Ugly" popular songs that fit in -to to· offer a m1.1ch ·needed relief in day's fast world." .
Mike said, "We are the day
today's musical media. Their
combination of gentle "fo,lli: and before yesterday and the day

Correspondent

Butterf. ly 'Exper·1ence'
_'D- On 'f Be Af,ra •d'
I
_.

,

.

-

The Percents

''"

!i.s

. ByDAVIDTATELMAN
"Don't be afraid to live a little, .

Campus Crusade_
Scheduled Toni.gh~ "Christianity is not little old
ladies in· long black ·dresses, "
said James s. McKnight, staff
representative of Campus

after~tomorrow." And Bob answered, "We take the best
that all others have to offer
and add <i_
ur own flavor."
· Many wonder why Bob and
Mike write the type of songs
they do. Bob replied "Why do
I breathE:? _It just happens you
know.
·
· "What else can I say?"
Mike said, "I try to put forth
ideas into music that are
moving and 'true to life.
"Putting myself · into the
music is of more importance
to me than merely trying to
write something . soley for
money. My greatest inspiration is the beauty of life and .
of earth's treasures.
.
. ,. "One look at the graceful

- O.C•. Smith

McKnight said that - ~any
college students . _. disregard
Christianity because they feel
it is outmoded and can be ignored by intellectuals. - He .
Crusade at USF.
~dded, "Popular Christianity .
Campus Crusade will spon- · 1s not the Christianity of.- the·
sor "College Life" tonight at 9 Bible.''
in _University Center 255, said
"A meaningful (;hristiahity
McKnight, "for students who is a personal relationship: with ·
desir_e to learn more about Christ," said McKnight. "This
-· Christianity in an atmosphere . personal relationship has proother than an ' organized · _vided me with a complete ind
church.''
~ life."
·

SPECiA~-USF FRATERNITIES & SORORITIES ONLY

.

Group 8x10's '- Special - $10.00 COMPLETE COST

- : SMOAK~·s PERSONALIZED ,STUDIO
. , PORTRAITS - w·EDDINGS - ' PASSPORTS - ·1.D:s - .
6407 No. FLA. AVE. - '4 Blot ks Sa. of Sligh Ph. 236-8681 ar "238-1986
· HRS.Between Noon and 10 p.m. - llEG. Studio Hrs. 2 P.M.-7 P.M.

h

~f

_:o~:e;:di~~: s~!~ti!
:
sun settmg 1s enough to put
anyone's mind at ease."
The music _they present is
the music of . the times. ~
these times, the sound is
harder, the lyrics more
meaningful and the _·_ music

I-flI d:,f;~jfiIESi.fE:~=
@l

@

~tin~u:m\g~th:1et1.r;m~a;J_orr;s•;
·n:
1
of living a little from now on.
The Butter.fly represent ·a new ~ of musicians on the · music. The Good, Bad and
rock scene;_ they_ a__ ctually have something m__eaningful to sciy. Ugly, the rapidly . rising
Tampa based folk: group, will
. WW¥&&&¥%#¥& 4
f
f
Blarik

'II They•~~~~: ra::::~"'- ~
~:::

USF

;f"~~::p:::

now
had been· treated to a succession of performers whose only of rain, the concert will be
- 1:.\,)
mesDsaURgeIN~as :'?InigAhGowdgrdeaDtI ~d-':, th
uld
.
held in th!;7J/BallrE-_INoom.
~· .6
· . - a a- .a-V1 a
e .crowd co
not possi· ..,__,
bly remain a mere audience. They felt compelled to join in the
A ·"Free:Be;In," complete
,- ·l% experience. Those who sat placidly in their seats, hands folded - with fun;· games, ·· and enter' '' ·in their ~IJS were forgotten: The rest of the people felt a' unity ta.lnment, will be held on ,Satof love with the musicians on stage.
.·.
·
urday,
noon,. at the USF
The high pomt of "Vida;" the Butterfly's ~ost successful Riverfront property.
·· >'
song yet, was Ron Bushy's powerful .drum solo, always a little
From 12 to 2:30 p.m., softdifferent from the last time he played it. Guitarist Keith Brann ball, volleyball, kite flyipg
·: ' · was pushing him on, but not for the effect, but because he was and football , will 'be provi.6ed
obviously into it. Getting into the song was,.more than just a for student competition.
phrase, it'was a real feeling. ·
_
•
_Around 2 :30 p.m; Steve An. - Leader Doug Igle ~ressed the group's-feelings by his ac- derson, president · of USF's
tions after the performance. He disdained the idea of an· inter;,. Student Government, will give
view; he was a person and wanted people to approach him -as a brief talk . about his activisuch.
ties and responsibilities in of- THE INTERVIEW became a conversation, somewhat ,pain- fice . .
fully at first, as we questioned each other's motives. But happi· Following Steve's discusness is only the relief from .sadness, and the pleasure that fol- sion, entertainment will begin.
lowed was well worth it.
, Featured are "The Frozen
n1
In6-'e
'
w~ upset by young people who had given up ' trying Daiquiri,'' -"The New Creato- reach out to others. We -have so ~ y good things to say tion" and John Hudson. The
abo~tJif~: w)ly do we do so many ugly things?
_ ,
_d ay cominJ:: to a' close w~th
The_Butterfly would be ,playing their o.wn musi eyen if:.it · ~ flco~tes_ts:1" 0 tug:!l!•!I'.µ", lµte
n't
kin th
· h Tha
..,.
'.
_
ymg and sack races.
was
ma g e~ r1c ___ 'ft.<f';t stai:v.,..;.fp
v • years;;,;butlklf..~~1iti'if~a~ 's ·activities
are free
YOU knew. that tllelr .Il:IUSl~..,Was a nclf'.pa'ff-OalJeir1ive:s7Jiaf-c--·-' ' _:l'1 "~ "f
•
could never die.
-·
·
. _.
. . an . au ~ time students are
·
- • ,. , •· .
.
.
.
. , inV1ted to attend.
THEY WERE four yo~, artists 17~~ ll~ O_flle . ruu1!:·; .:.::,_;
l!IDAL SERIF.S
ence, and we were grat~ft!t..1!.t the OP,PQ~ - ~ ~are~ e!J;' -::;' :
-~dal Fashion Sh0 "
beauty.
_., __~ _:·•, ....._ ·-:-;-:-.
. . tne)inal portion of the
,
University Center -Bridal Seri~$, will be 'held on Wednesday,'May 21, at 7 p.m. in the
UC Ballroom.
This program is the climax ·
·.. ofthe' five-part series and will
be presented by Modern Bridal Shoppe of Tampa, with
·Mrs. -- Wendy Swindell commentating.
The gowns and tuxedos will
be modeled by USF students.
Free refreshments will be
Myles Ross, 4 POL, Has
served, including wedding
been named Aegean editor for
cake, punch and coffee.
1970. Ross · has been at USF , ·
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
one year. He previously atCharlie
Chaplin specials,
tended ·St. Leo's where ,he was
MYLES ROSS
"Easy St r e ·e t," "Pawn
e~tor:in-chief for two years of
. • . new Aegean head.
Shop," and "Gold Rush," will
their yearbook, The Golden
be shown tonight at 8 inc the
Legend.
Business Auditorium (BSA).
_ He has __ been The ,Aegean's
Admission is 35 cents.
·
:managing editor for ' one year.
,
l'tfOVIE .,
For . next year's Aegean, ·
The UC. will..:1>resent "Not
Ross plans new "photographic
:With My wµe, -You Don't,"
and layout -techniques.''
starring Tony Curtis and
Virni Lisi, on Fi:iday, SaturProfessor Jan Reiner will
. day and Sunday, at 7 :80 -p.m.
give an illustrated lecture on in the BSA. Admission is 35 /
"Architecture in •Modern Soci- cents.
"'
ety" today at 2 p.m. in Fine
DANCE
Arts Humanities 288.
"Spectrum Moss, Inc." will
Reiner ha.s just returned lbe featured for a band dance,
form Ethiopia where he has Saturday. '!Jte dance ·begins at
been chairman of the Depart- 9 p.m. in· the UC Ballroom.
ment· of Architecture and
Admission is 75 cents stag
Town Planning at Haile Sel- and $lper couple.
assie University.
FAMILY DAY
He has studied with Gropius
The Second · Annual UC
and LeCorbusier and has Family Day will · be held on
e a r n e ci advanced .degrees Saturday, May 24, beginning
from Harvard and the-Uni.ver- at 1 p.m. at the USF River''Eight Experienced
Cosmetologists To Serve You"
sify of Prague.
front property.
"
' '~ .
Reiner's lecture will.emphaThe Family Day Program
size principles of ~ and -plan- is all free . and designed for
ning as they relate to ·modern married students, staff, faculBEAUTY SALON
economic
and social develop- ty and their children. Free
- Tempi. Terrace Shoppi19 C.■ter
Pkone 988-2798
kites, hayrides, fishing conments. ,
tests and a variety of "games
of chance" will be featured at
the "Family Day Carnival.''
Every child wins a prize for
1
each game of chance.
Entertainment will · be· proFor the new or us,d car or
vided by the Seminole Recretruck of your choice ation C e n t e r Gymnastics
Team,
under the direction of
I
Bruce Ayers, and the . USF
SPECIAL USF DISCOUNTS
Water Ski Club.
will be awarded for
TO FACULTY AND STUDENTS thePrizes
largest, smallest and ugliest fish caught during the
day'.s festivities.
Refreshments will be on
sale at the Riverfront, compliments of Morrisons Food ,&ervice.
Brochures will be available
at the uc· Infurmation Desk,
or call extensiion 637 for fur.
th<>,. information.

.j

at

_Simplicity
AS
SHOWN
•• -.• $185
'
.
Budget Accounts o~Coutse

a

=_

- E~en th~;might: of the· military can't protect you if:yqu're not
careful liow you use Hai Karate® After -Shave an_
d Cologne. One
whiff and females get that "make love not war" look in their
ey~s. So to maintain military discipline and keep your uniform
_inJ~c!,tte.; ~tJns~ructipns on self-d f~ose in_.eVefY _package~.

J~s.t -1r.,:?J-~ ~-e_on:i~ ~ dor:n to hand-t.d c.ombat_~.:

·

Ha1,~r,~tetJ,e tareful :. ; ·w~you--use it.
. - · ••'(<4'.....,,,
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Ross Named~~:.:
Aege~n Editor
Fot 1970

Reiner Speaks
On Architectur.e
Today In FAH .

0

of

TERRACE

(. FLETCHER LIVINGSTON

tFerman Chevrolet
~: 4~7 Jack~on

229-2911
Tampa

because lensine is an
"isotonic" solution,
· which means that it
blends with the natural
fluids of the eye. ·
Cleaning your contacts with Lensine retards the
buildup of foreign °de~
posits on the lenses. And
soaking your contacts in
Lensine between wearing P,eriods assures you
of proper lens hygiene.
Yc,u · get a free soaking
case on the bottom of
Co~\act lenses .•can· be
every_ bottle of Lerisine.
heaven ••• or hellJ They
It.has been demonstrated
may be a \'Vondier Of
t~at
improper storage bemodern science :but just
tween wearing·s may ..
✓• ·' ·the slightest bif clirt
. · under the lens can make - result in the growth of
bacteria on the lenses. ,:
_: -..them u:nbearab.le. In
. ori:ter to . keep your ~n, · This is a sure cause -of
eye_irritation and in some 1 •
, tact lenses as co!'rforta-·
cases.
can endanger your
. :ble· and convenient ·as
vision. Ba-cteria cannot
' they were designed to be,
grow in Lensine which is
-y ou have- to take care of
sterile, self-sanitizing,
them.
and antiseptic.
. Until now you needed
Let your-contacts lie the
two or more separate
·
convenience
they were solutions to prop.erly premeant
to
be.
Get some_
pare and maintain your
lehsine, from the Murine
. contacts:. You would .
Company/ l~c.
:think th.at caring for con'.:c
'
j
L _-,
. ·t acts· should be as conj,
. '.
_)yenient as wearing them.
, ~
-.::
....
·iJ t can ·be with Lensine •
~.;
:-;t ensi~e is the one lens 1
-~·
::,~olutlon for complete
~contact lens care. Just a
drop or two, before you
insert your lens,coats and
lubricates it allowing th~
, lens to float more freely
: :in the eve's fluids. That's

✓

•J

--.
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A.nti-Poverty Deba te
Scheduled For Today

Model UN To Be Held
By World Affairs Un•it
.

.

After a country has been as•
signed to . a . particular group
of students, .the Council will
give instructions as to where
necessary information • per•
taining to the country may be
found.
·

to defend the country's actual
By HILDA LOUH
position and champion its
Staff Writer
cause against the other deleA Model United Nations will
gations of the nations reprebe sponsored on campus by
USF's World Affairs Council sented.
Resolutions will be dison May 23, 24 25.
cussed
and voted upon in
Thr Model is designed to
committee and will then be
allow. students an insight into
UN structure, procedure and passed on to the General As·
methods • of handling world sembly. After further discussion and debate, the proposed
crises.
THE MODEL UN will con- resolutions will be given a
•sist of three principle com• final vote.
THE COUNTRIES to be
mittees· and a General Assem•
bly. The committees are the represented are being asCultural and Humanitarian signed on a first-come, firstCommittee, the Political and served . basis and several
Security Committee, and . the large and interesting coun•
Social and Economic Commit• tries are still ·without representation.
tee.
Students interested in repreDelegations may be com•
posed ·or three or m'ore Shl· senting these countries may
dents who will choose the contact the World Affairs
committee they wish to repre• Council, University Center 214
sent. These students will have or ext. 300.

THERE IS A $2 registration
fee for delegates who are not
members ·of the · Council and
$1.50 for members.
At the end of the. three•day
Model UN session, an awards
banquet will be .given to recognize the outstanding dele•
gate and the ~est delegation.
Trophies will be presented.
The Model UN is open to
USF students only, but if it tis
successful, · other universities
may be invited to participate
in a future Model_.
MANY OTHER · positions
are open to students who wish
to assist in the Model without
participating •.in . the debates.
Pages, typists, secretaries,
and a legal c9uncil · composed
of four members are needed.
Contact . the · World Affairs
Council for further · mforma•
,tion.

Meet the man. with the
College Senior Pia"
Jack F. Newkirk
If you·re a college sen ior o r graduate
student, Prote.c tive Life's College Senior
Plan is for you. This unioue life insuranc~
savings program offers special benefits at
preferred rates. And your policy is com•
pletely paid up by normal retirement age.
Remember, too, that premium deposits
may be deferred until your earnings in•
creasf,!. Sound like a plai:i worth inv~stigating? It is. Get full information from your
Protective Life College -Representative.

Masserman
To Speak

JACK F. NEWKIRK.
Suite 206 Mariner Bldg.
5415 Mariner Street ·
· Tampa, Fla. 33609
Te l: -877·8391

The fifth lecturer in the
Psychology lecture series on
"Experimental Psychopathol-·
ogy" will be Jules H. Masserman. Masserman is an exper.
imental psychiatrist - psy•
chologist with the Division of
Psychfatry at Northwestern
University.
The title of his lecture will
be "The Uncertainty Princi•
pie in Neurotogenesis'' and he
will present a 20 minute film
he has produced. The lecture
will be today, at 2 in EDU 302.
Although trained in the
Freudian psychoanalytic tradition, Masserman originated
a program of experimental.
research on psychon~urotic
behavior in the cat, which culminated in the publication of
his book "Principles of Dynamic Psychiatry," 1947.

PROTEGTIVE .LIFE·•

='~'tlUta

COMPANY
~

tfOMIE o,,.::c:-~c,u,41MISHA"'!, At..t.l~A.,
Wllhft,J.)'ba,,.,.n.~111, P'rffl4'.nl:

,
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WHITE Ll;Vns FLJ:\.
11§ -_.:,:
The aware ones ... that:makEE ings~Jia ppen
•.•• are in White Levi's Novo Flair.boffom·pants;
They;ve got it . all from Sta-Prestt o wicfe,-;·belt
foops. It's the new look ... and it happens
at Fremacs.
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Hey,fellows, the number is

626-7717
.• •• if you ivant
experienced auto parts

INSTALLED AND
GUARANTEED! ·

..' .

Official Notices

Important dates:
Withdrawal Qeadlin11, wit~out penalty

-May 14. ,
:., All travel vouchers submitted to Procurement must -include · the payee's
building name and room:n umber.
Pri-paY.merit tor~ . !or Quarter IV
registration wlll NOT be ma lied by the
Cas hier's Office. Students who wish to
prepay fees may make the payment at
tt,e Cashler's Office after May 26.
Prepayment forms for Quarter 1, 1969.
Will be maided to students 1n .August.
Library 8001< Orders: Because of
. state purchasing regulations, no · ubrary
' books will be ordered from now unlil
July 1 except for new books to be
placed on reserve fQI' Quarter IV. Re•
quests for books needed urgently for research should be sent lo Mary Lou
Harkness, Director of Libraries. Facul•
ty are requested to continue sending
book and periodical requests lo the Ac•
qulsitions Department so that requests
can be processed for order after July 1.
Survey of College Achievement Program Examination, required of graduating seniors Jn Liberal AR!s and Basic
·studies, is scheduled for May 28 at 6:30
•p.m. and · May 29 at 3 p.m. in the
Physics Aud.
Orientation Program for- new non•
academic staff members to acquaint
them 'With .iiasic University policies and
procedures: ts. scheduled a s follows:
Wednesday, .- May 14, 8:30·9:30 a.m.,
ADM 280
· Friday, May 16, 8:30-10 :30 11.m., ADM
280
Call ext. 2801 to make appointments;

Campus ·Date- Bciok

. j ..

E·NGI.NES,
/' l
1 ~·1
RADIATORS,
REAR ENDS AND ·\
TRANSMISSIONS 1
INSTALLED AND I
GUARANTEED! '

UC 251.

Motton Picture Club, 7 p.m ., UC 200.
Student Legislature, 7 p.m., UC 252E
&W."'
Raiders Theatre Guild, 8 p.m ., Thea•

\

IHRC Hosts

Beach Party
Inter•Hall Residence Coun•
cil · (IHRC) will sponsor a
communications beach party
for all resident hall officers
and floor presidents Sunday,
at Dunedin Beach. Individual
cars will leave the physical
education parking lot at 11
a.m.
Raymond King, director of
Food and Housing, announced
a $15 raise per quarter in
housing rates for next year.
The raise will cover the infla.
ticinary rise in repair and service costs for the dorms as
·well as ·the night security to
be provided for women's
.dorms next year. King also
announced that 18 new washers and dryers will be installed in Alpha for all male
residents.
IHRC volleyball tournament
composed of eight teams,
began its first game last
Tuesday. Games will be
played Monday through Thur·s•
day each week from 6 • 8 p.m.
Argos pool hours will be
Tuesdays and Thursdays from
9 -11 p.m.

,Urbanek Resting A~er
Removal Of Kidney
Raymond A. Urbanek, Assistant Dean, College of Edu•
cation, rehlrned home Sunday
from · University Community
Hospital.
Urbanek was in University
Hospital to have a kidney re•
moved: He is now resting at
home but will not be back as
work for several weeks.

tre.

FRIDAY
Liberal Arts Comm Breakfast, 7:30.
a .m., UC 255.
Alhenaeum, 2 p.m .. UC 202.
Orientation Leaders, 2 p.m ., UC 2.52
E & W.
.
Lecture: Lula Belle Homes, 2 p.m.,
Business Auditorium.
Experimental Theatre, 2 p.m., Thea•
!re.
Liberal Arts Student Board Dinner, 6
UC Movie: "Not With My Wife You
Don't," 7 :30 p.m .. Business Auditorium.
Good, Bad, Ugly Concert, 8 p.m.,
Oescent Hill.
•
·
Theatre Guild, 8 p.m ., Theatre.
- SATURDAY
River Rally, noon, Riverfront.
JJC Movie: " Not With My ·Wife You
Don't," 7:30 p.m ., Bus iness Auditorium.
UC Dance, 9 p.m., UC 248.
Broken String Coffee .House, 7:30
p.m., Universitv Chapel:
SUNDAY
UC MOVIE: " Not With My Wife You
Don't," 7:30 p.m., Business Auditorium.
MONDAY
Summer Job Opportunities, 2 p.m.,
UC 252 E & W
Charm Course, 2p.m., UC 255-6.
Student Organization PI a n n Ing
Comm., 3 p.m ., UC 158.
Focus Debate, 7:30 p.m., UC 252 E &

w·

·

Co-Op ·Education
TODAY, May 14
career Planning Conference for stu•
dents interested In Cooperative Education -assignments during Quarter IV,
and I, 2 p .m., ENG 3.
Wednesday, May 14
Deadline fOr Co-op students on campus to return Worksheets to Co-op Of•
fice. Lale fee of $10 applied if Work•
sheets are not received.
Wednesday, May 14
Certificates awa~ded to Co•ops at
reception honoring all students who
have successluliy completed Co-op Program during the past yea r, 2 p.m.
(free hour), CTR 255•256.
'
Career Planning Conference for students Interested In Cooperative Educa•
lion assignments during Quarter IV and
I, 2· p.m., ENG 3.
saturday,- May 17
Worksheets for Quarter IV for stu.
dents on a Training Period must be
postmarked for return to ,Co-op Office

WASH

1s ............._ _ .,_ .s9·
..........:.: ........,.. .69
.................· ••,..•79
••••••••••••••••••• I .89
....................._ .99
;13 .....:.................. 1.09
12 ........................ 1.19
11 .......:........ ..:.... 1.29
10 ........................ 1.39
9 ·............,.....:..... 1.49
8 ....................... 1.59
cc,. 7 .................... . . 1.69
)';NO' GAS ..............,. 1.95
;\/HOT SPRAY WM.. ;so

OPEN SUNDAY• PH. 626-7717
Good feelin' goes with square dealin', so call Joe OI'. Ed.
Free delivery of auto parts to any garage or service sta-

. tien in Tampa.

. ·:·:::::~.

5509 E• .Broadway, Tampa, Fla.

33619

Busch Blvd. & Nebraska
Just East of 1-75
HOURS: 8 to

"This . is a landmark. Few
states have had the vision to
do this," agreed the seven
members of the Interinstitu·
tional Committee on International Programs fallowing discussion of . proposed inven- ·
tories of fc1ctilty competency
and programs in the field cif
international studies.

Dr. Crane, · who has made
an intensive study of the phenomenon · of student unrest
during the past three years,
will discuss the problem in an
address titled "Should the
University be saved?"
Dr. Crane will debate a
member of the USF faculty
Thursday evening, at 8 p.m.,
in the Business Administra•

,

Young Demos

Data will be computerized
and programmed to match
faculty members of every uni•
versity in the state university
system and their areas of
competency. •

If someone is needed to
teach history in Sp~h in a
Latin - American university;
qualified persons could be lo•
cated easily by means of
these two inventories.

voted to meet again in September.
Those present at the meet•
ing were: Dr. Orr of USF,
.Phillip R. Fordyce, acting
dean, College of Education,
Florida State University; Dr.
E. A. Giordano, coordinator
Qf international programs,
state university system of
Florida; Anthopy. y. Cervone,
chairman, department of foreigp languages, Florida Technological University; W. J.
Feuerlein, professo.r of economics, Florida Athlantic University; Irving R. : Wershow,
chairman, Committee for Jn.
ternational Studies, University
of Florida; and John W. Sutton, of the state university
system.

The Committee met April 30
on the University of South
Florida (USF) campus.
Dr. Mark T. Orr, chairman
and associate professor of interdisciplinary s o c i a 1 sciences, stated the .purpose of
The
Committee which is to
The USf' Young Democrats
share
information in the field
passed a resolution May 5,
of international studies with
backing both the Committee
representatives of all seven
for a Rational University
universities.
(CRU) and USF Students for
Orr said that the idea for
a Democratic Society (SDS).
the computerized inventories
The YD's called for Univer- started at the March meeting
sity ,recognition or registra• of the Committee. He experts
tion "within the guidelines of it to be completed this fall or
Robert N. Rigby of the University of West Florida will
Board of Regents regulations winter.
speak on "Interactions of
and the Constitution and Bill
Other , topics discussed in• Electromagnetic
Waves with
of Rights of the United States
eluded technical assistance to Ionized Gases" Friday,
at 2
of America."
universities in foreign coun- p.m. in the Physics
Auditoritries. The Committee also re- um.
solved to require faculty
Rigby ~attended Notre Dame
members teaching abroad to
University,
the College of Wilreturn to campus•based activ- mes- every "three· yeilrs and , liam,,,and- Macy, ·and - Florida
' State TJpiy--~~~ der\teach at least two courses.
h
. JOre :-m"1D.ath•
=· Thi Committee wanted each graduate
ematics and minored in Phys-·
faculty member working on
ics; he received his Ph.D. in
- · xesearch projects to have ad· Physics.
AE"a~],f>aduatf stu:
~- . ditioiial time for evaluation of dent, . he · :.h.,eld
· a {"..N~tional
these projects upon their com- Science Foundation Fellowpletion when research is not ship for. three _years. Dr.
part of a class program.
Rigby was _with the National
The Committee meets every Aeronautics-: and Space Adtwo or three months · and ministrati9·n. for five years. . ·

Back Both
CRU, SDS

'Ionized Gases'
Speec_h Friday
f

PHil,IP -- CRANE
.- •• a debater.

tion Auditorium. The specific
topic, whicp will concern the
present crisis on tpe .Arr).erican campuses, a nd the identi•
ty of the opponent, will be announced prior to the debate.
Dr. Crane has expressed a
special · interest in recent ef:.
forts at USF to mobilize student sentiment against violent
disruptions of the academic
routine.
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.Coffee House, 2 p.m., Engineering
Auditorium.
Bridal Series, 7 p.m., UC 248.
Silent Movie Series, B p.m ., Business
Auditorium.

20 OR MORE _. FREE
19 ........................ .49

·

Dr. Philip · M. Crane, president · of the Foundation for
. Human ~ights, Chicago, Illi·
nois, will visit the USF cam•
pus tomorrow & Friday under
the sponsorship of the Gamma
Theta Upsilon fraternity. ·

Facult)' Rating SyStem
Studied By Committee

Town and Gown, 8 p.m., UC 255-6.
TUESDAY
Dean's Lunch, noon, UC 255.
Chemistry Luncheon, noon, UC 256 •
'IJC Building Planning Comm'., l p.m.,
UC 158.
.
Photo Lessons, 7 p.m., UC 200.
Chamber Music, 8:30 p.m., FAH 101.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 21
Meet the Author, noon, UC 255-6.
Meet the Author, 2 p.m., UC 252 E &

17
16
15
14

Division of Ed Lee, Inc.

I

Human Rights Head
To Speak In BSA

w

.GAL OF GULF
GASOLINE

Allen's Used-Auio ·parts

GILDER, HEAD of the
local NAACP Chapter, will
give his side of the controversial issue at 2 p.m. today in
Chemistry 100. A leader in
loqal anti-poverty programs
sponsored by the Federal
Government, he has spoken

here several times previously.
Miss Holmes joined the government anti-poverty program
in 1956 as a member of the
Communist Party. She later
·b ecame a double agel).t for the
FBI and continued with the
program for seven years. She
is now on tour for the John
Birch ·Society.
The subject of Miss Holmes'
talk will be "The Revolution
is Planend !" She will present
documented evidence to uphold her statement that "The
revolution, with its bombs,
riots, fires and death, is be~g.
financed by the War on Poverty" at 2 p.m. Friday iri the
Business Auditorium. Dona•
tion is $1 in advance or $1.50
at the door.

_

;

Times and places of organizations
meeting regularly are posted on the
University
Center
Lobby
bulletin
boards.
'- TOOAY
Co-Op Education Reception, 2 p.m .,
UC 255-6.
Coffee House, 2 p.m., Engineering
Auditorium.
senior Class Executive Board, .i p.m.,
UC 204.
Silent Films: "Easy Street," "Pawn
Shop/' "Gold Rush," 8 p.m. Business
Auditorium.
THURSDAY
BIS Luncheon, 11 :50 a .m., ·UC 255-6.
CBS Assoc. Council, 2 p.m., UC 20S.
Christian Science, 3:30 p.m., UC 205.
. committee on Teaching, 3:30 p.m.,

Joe and Ed, formerly with
Adams, invite you to visit them
at ·55 09 E. Broadway. • . for fast
service and the best prices! / ..-e·

.J

... ,,;

" B.ulletin Board notices should be sent
• , , direct lo "Director, Campus Publlca":. • tions, UC 226" (ext. 618) no later !ha'n
, noorf'Wednesday for publication !he fol•
' lowlng Wednesday.
Send news items direct to: "Editor,
The Oracle, UC 2ZZ," (ect. 619).

White Levi:s Nuxo-'Flairs~ 9.00

LOLA BELLE HOLMES
••• to speak here

Two Negro speakers will
present their views on the
anti•poverty program at different times this week. Robert
Gilder will speak in support of
the program while Lola Belle
Holmes will show why she opposes it.
Both speakers are spon•
sored by the Political Council
(Young Democrats, Young
Republicans and Politically
Active Conservative Council).
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Brahmans, ·Rollins Split
By JOHN JOLINSKI
Sports Editor
USF's baseball team, playing in a see-saw baseball
game with Rollins College for
seven innings, erupted for
three runs in the last two innings to salvage a 7-5 win and
a split of a two game series
last weeke11d. The Brahmans
lost the following day 4.3 to
bring their record to 9.15 on
the season.
The Brahmans erupted for
16 hits, the highest offensive
output this year, in Friday's
winning effort as Jerry Carreno turned in a clutch relief
stint for Mike Macki who
tired in the sixth after giving
up three walks.
DAVE GLAIZE AND Ron
Huff provided the offensive
barrage for USF as both hitters combined for seven hits.
Glaize slashed four hits, including a double and two runs
batted in, while Huff ripped
three singles. Paul Buzzella,
Doug Heykens, and Willard

Brimm all added two hits for
the Brahman cause.
USF spotted the Tars an unearned run in the second and
a l•0 lead but then came back
to knot the score in the third
on singles by Huff and Buzzella. The Brahmans grabbed
a 3-2 lead in the fourth frame
on singles by Brimm, Dan
Burch, Galize, and a sacrifice
fly by Huff.
ROLLINS WENT AHEAD in
the sixth as a result of Macki' s wildness before Carreno
came in to quelch the rally.
Carreno in his stint allowed
one hit and walked two.
The Brahmans scored what
proved to be the winning runs
in the seventh inning on a
walk, an error, and a sacrifice to go ahead 6-5. USF a~o
added an insurance run in the
eighth frame on a walk to
Larry McGary and singles by
Buzzella and Heykens. ·
HUFF TURNED IN a key
defensive play in the seventh
inning which possibly saved
the game. After Rollins load-

DIG LEATHER!
All kinds of leather gear.
Get with the tuff leather look.
All items cusfom made.

ed the bases with one out, Tar
batter Jeff Burns slashed a
line drive to center. Huff
speared the liner on a shoe
string catch then threw to second base, doubling up the runner and ending a serious
threat.
In Saturday's contest played
at Rollins, . the Brahmans
managed only four hits off
stingy lefthander Coleman as
the Tars edged USF 4-3 in the
ninth inning on a homerun by

.. learn

SKYDIVIN G
HThe Sport of Space
-for the Age of Space•~
from FAI licensed instructors, using
PARACHUTES
packed by FAA licensed senior
parachute riggers.

YOU

can get into the
space age sport.
Contact or call:
Zephyrhills Parachute Center
Municipal Airport
P.O. Box 1101
813 / 782-2918
Zephyrhills, Fl~
33599

Intramural Track Meet
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity, showing clutch strength in
the running events, held off a
late SAE rally to successfully
defend its gold league intramural track title last weekend.
, ATO PLACED . KEY runners in finishing positions in
the 440 yard dash, the 880 besides winning the final event,
the 880 relay which gave them
the margin of victory. ATO
edged SAE 44-41 in the closest
competition; while Sig Ep
finished a tight third with 38.

ALPHA 4 W~T successfully captured the Alpha
resident dorm league by
amassing the most points of
the three day meet. The
fourth · floor team, paced by
top finishes✓- of Brett Butler,
Jay Diedrich, and Wally Finney took the field with 115
points, easily outdistancing

WINNERS!

:-:last W.edtiesday to highlight
: . the week's intramural softball
- ;, activity.
- .,, - ,,.Tom: Robertson, Tom Brusa,
Jed Johnson, Tom· Dambly
. .
and Alan McDonald all homered for the PEM I with Robertson belting two. Robertson,
Brusa, Johnson and John Patton each collected · five hits.
'.?..: . c.; ....,[

They did it the smart way. First, they discovered Introductions Unlimited. Then th·ey discovered-- themselves. Then they discovered each other. Call for an appointment or use the coupon, and you have discovered
us. The rest is our job. The time-to make your move is
now. The rest of your life is at ~take..

972-0949

------- ------- -----

Introduction Unlimited, Inc.

424 S. MacDill Ave.

Tampa, 33609
Yes, I want to find out if Introduction Unlimited is really
uniqu e! Give me more info at no obligation, for adult, 18 to 15,

Name ••••••••••••••••• • Ag e ••••••••••••••••• •
Address ••• . • . • ••• •.•••••• Zi~ ••••••••••• ••••• ••
Phone • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • USF (J-,i") -• • ••• • • • ••••••••

~ ® / IDB THE GRADUATE
'sir·---. ~MAN'G RING
IROM.THE LOVE BUG

THE GOING was a little
rougher for the Junior P hysical Educa~on Majors (PEM
Il) last Tuesday as they had
to push across seven runs in
the bottom of the seventh t o
nip Fontana 3 15-14. Down 14-8
going into the inning, the
PEM Il put together two errors, two walks and two singles with a double a nd Mason
Butcher's hom~r for the
game-winning rally.
The PEM n dropped Fontana 7 and 8 last Wednesday
14·8 for their second win of
the week.

fun R·allye And
Autocross Set
Next Weekend
The USF Sports Car Club
(USFSCC), in conjunction
with the Falstaff Company, is
sponsoring the ''Sir John Falstaff Fno Rallye" which will
be held next weekend, May 2 4
and 25.
Trophies and dash plaques
will be given to the winning
drivers. Registration w i 11
begin at 6 p.m. in the FAD
parking lots.
The following evening the
USFSCC will be holding a
council autocross for cham. pionship points. This event
was rained out May :t

UNHAPPY WITH
YOUR PRESENT
HAIRCUT? THEN
COME TO THE

FRATERNITY
We make everything NSY to buy •• • with "READY·CREDIT" plans.
D I AMOND M ERCHif<NTS OF AMl!RI CA

G ~':IRRN:9
IN TAMPA SHOP AT GORDON' S

• 3924 BRITTON PLAZA SHOPPING CTR.
• NORTH GATE SHOPPING CErtTER
• TERRACE PLAZA, TEMPLE TERRACE
OTHER STORES !N: ST. PETERSBURG. CLEARWATER.
BRAD~HTON. PLANT CITY AND Li\KELAND

second place Alpha 1 East's 1· PEM
2. Frogs
33
3. Black Burners
·
Beta 3 West captured its Shot Put Results:
b · Golf league
.
d. • •
res1•d ence 1v1s1on eas11y y 1 • Doug Heykens-40'
2. Willard ~rimm (SAE)
totaling 114 points.
3. Bill Moriarity (TEP)
In the Andros League, Iota Green Lea gue
Randy Simoni (ZBTl 36' '8"
swept to first place over Eta 1.
2. Bill Bagby ( Pike)
Il 36·33 in close competition. 3. Russ Kitching (KIPPI S11)
ALPHA
.
F ontana 7-8 took its
league 1. Jim Lyona <Al E+w> 38• 11"
Kendall CA4Wl
the PE 2. Dan Reynolds
with 31 points while
(A4W)
3. Bill
.
.
'
.
MaJors, for the third year m a BETA
Bob Fenton (B3W> 33' 2"
row took its division with 53 1.
2. ·Wayne Harden (B2W)
outdistancing t h e 3. urrv Nicks ca2w>
points
. ts. 1.FONTANA
. ht porn
Frogs, e1g
'
J. Br acken (FT•&> 31' I"
runner-up,

53.
8

1

44

,x

4.ZBT

5. Della Tau Delta

6. Kappa Sig

ALPHA
,. Alphl 4 west
2. Alpha 1 east.west
4. Alpha 4 east
BETA
1. Bel• 3 west
2. Beta 2 west
3. Beta 3 east
ANDROS
1. Iola
2. Ela II
3. Theta. I
FONTANA
1. Fontana 7&8
2. Fontana 3
INDEPENDENT

Seven USF athletes, representing five sports, were selected to appear in the 1969
edition of OUTSTANDING
COLLEGE ATHLE'l'ES OF
AMERICA it was learned this
week.
Those selected include Bill
Kelly and Pete K~nning,
swimming; Marvin Sherzer,
baseball; P aul DeMesquita,
tennis ; Bob McKenty, golf;
a nd Jerry Seifert and Jerry
Zagarri, soccer. These athletes were nominated earlier
this year by their school and
were chosen for the awards
publication on the basis of
their achievements during the
year.

piled 4·6 mark so far.
outstanding
DeMesquita,
tennis performer, has helped
give the Brahman netters a
fine 9-2 mark with his fine
play this season.

McKENTY HELPED guide
the golf team to its winningest
margin in three years of com-

HOUSE
For the Finest in
Razor Cuts and in
. Hair Styling.
SEE WHAT EVERYONE
IS RAVING ABOUT!
UNIVERSITY PLAZA
FLETCHER ST.
PHONE 932-1621

UNBEATEN ALPHA 1 East hits and scored in every inand West (AlEW) continued ning en route to the .win.
their Resident League domi- Norm Googe! also homered
nance as they trounced Alpha and Ray Malca and Morry
Frank each tripled fo r the
3 West 9.1. They broke a
scoreless. tie with six runs in _winners.
the fo urth inning. Jim l,y.ons , . · In Gr~en, itp.gu~ ~c>J.9.q ~u.,,
directed the AlEW eftorf,vith ,--Kappa ..Epsilon edged•-·~'-fheta.,;
three hits in three tries at the Chi 8·6 and Delta Tau :Oelta
plate including two doubles blasted Zeta Beta Tau 10.-5,.•...- •
Other intramural softball.re-.,
and a triple. P. Greene tripled
twice and singled while David sults:
Shetterly and Bob Blystone BlW 8, BGE 5
B2W 9,. B4E 5
each had three singles.
IN THE ONLY Fraternity ATO No. 2 14, SAE No 2, 2
Gold League game, Bill · F 7&814, Iota 6
Ladd's two homers a nd five Theta 1, Eta Il O (forfeit)
rbi's powered favored Tau B3E 17, BlW 4
Epsilon Phi (TEP) over, Iota 13, Eta I 4
Sigma Phi Epsilon 18-3 last A3E 8, ME 6
Monday. Protecting its un- BlE 13, B2E 9
beaten record, TEP rapped 17 A4W 8, A2W 1

CAR WASH
TWO LOCATIONS:

BURGER CHEF
Temple Terrace Shopping Center
FREE Hamburger
BURGER CHEF LOCATION ONLY

DALY'S PHILLIP'S 1 6611

SERVICE STATION
.
615 S. DALE MABRY HIGHWAY

$100
Saturday, May 17th
9:30 A.M. 'TIL 4:00 P.M.

ons~ of
~.andwieh
1

Giant Hamburger (6 oz.) •• •50
.Fried Fish Filet ............... .45
Ham & Swiss Cheese ••.•.....S'O
Roast Beef .........•.....•.....-.•.65
Kosher Corned Beef..•••.. _ .7~
Sliced Turkey ................. .60
~.·, Large Submarine :............65
Italian Sausage ............... .65
Big St. John ................... .S.5
Baked Ham .................... .SO
Roast Pork ..................... .65
Kosher Pastrami ............. .5.5
Sliced Chicken ............... .60
Tampa's Best Cuban Mixed.55

1. 10124 FLORU>A A VE..
2. 10200. 30lh STREET 3. 909 WEST KENNEDY
BOULEVARD

1.
2.
3.

935 - 3965
93.5 • 8204
25 4- 7461

1l/2 Fried Chicken ...................... 1.00
Fried Jumbo Shrimp ................. 1.00
Italian Spaghetti with Meat Sauce.• 50¢ & 75¢
Bar B•Q Chicken ................... ..... J .00

TAMPA. FLORIDA

AVAILABLE

1-M Golf Crowns

·AVAILABLE

have something in common
more significant than the two
Greek letters that they share
in their names. Each captured its respective fraternity
division title in USF's first intramural golf tournament
April 26.
TEP'S FOUR - MAN team
s hot an 18 hole total of 37~ on
the USF course which was
The second division of the good enough to nip Alpha Tau
intramural golf tournament Omega (ATO) by a stoke and
will be held this Saturday and Phi Delta Theta (PDT) and
Sunday morning for the resi- Sigma Nu by two.
dence halls. Over 36 halls will
Bill Ladd's .82 a nd Ray Malbe involved in the event.
ca's 91 paced· TEP while Reid
Trophies will be ·'g iven for Goodwin of ATO recorded the
the first five low gross team lowest round of the day with
scores a nd for the first five a 77. Dave Millen posted a n
individual net scores. Tee off 82 for Sigma Nu and Tim
times will start at noon ' and Ahren's 81 and Jim Babbit's
extend till 3 :30 p.m.
'irl led PDT.
Those playing in the tournaTKE RAN away with the
ment will be informed of their Green League title with a
starting times at a later date. total of 367. Delta Tau
For more information con- Delta finished a distant seccerning the event phone the ond with 399. M. Jackson and
intramural office ext. 125.
Bob Bruce netted the lowest
rounds for the winners with 'B:7
and 90 respectively. Tom Hurtack of Lambda Chi Alpha
shot a 79 for the Green
League's best round.
A well balanced Physical
Education Majors (PEM)
team put together the best
team score of the day as they
traveled the course i n 347
strokes. Rick Christie's 83 and
Jed Johnson's 84 paced the
PEM who were the only Independent League team entered.

AVAILABLE

The Tau Epsilon Phi (TEP)
and Tau Kappa Epsilon
(TKE) intramural golf teams

AVAILABLE
AVAILABLE
AVAILABLE
AVAILABLE

Residence Hall .
Golf Tourney
This Weekend

1. TEP

·.,,·,d;:,

OSCAR SIERRA

Appointments Available!

2. ATO
:t. PDT
4. Sigma Mu
S. SAE
6, Sig EP
Frat ernity Green
1.
2.
3.
4.

TKE
DTD

l1m bd1 Chi Kappa Sig

,.. .

BOXES

TEP, TKE Capture

lntramur•I Golf results:
Fraternity Gold

petition. The golf team ended
with a 14-1-1 mark.
Soccer stars, Zagarri and
Seifert also have turned in
stellar performances this season. Zagarri was third in scor•
ing with 15 points and also
made the All-Southern and
.(\11-State soccer teams.

Delta Zeta

OUTSTANDING COLLEGE
ATHLETES OF AMERICA is
sponsored by the non.profit
Outstanding Americans Foundation. The purpose of this organization' is 'to recognize and
honor · the all-around abilities
of athletes who have distinguished themselves in sports
competition.
This past year Kelly and
K~nning helped pace the
swimming team to a fine 6-5
mark. Kelly also made All-.
America honors for his winning participation in 400
medley relay in the NCAA College Swimming Finals. Kenning was the team captain
this season.
SHERZER, although having
a poor season this year, has
been the baseball team's winningest pitcher in four years
of competition. He has com-

2. G. Regnoll (F3)
ANDROS
1. Bill Akermann (10!1) S5' 3"
2. Bob Hogue (Thell
41
31 3. Sindy Manson (Iota)
Independent
30
1. MISOI' Ferrell (PEMJ ~ 4"
27
· 18 100 yard dash:
.
Gold league
1. Russell (TEP) 10.2
6&
45 2. Nettles (SAEJ
3. Knight (SE)
. 39
19 Green
1. Spector (LXA) 10
8 2. P ivec (TKE)
3. FDX (TKE)
115 Alphl
33 1. Butler (4W) 10.0
12 2. Diedrich (4W)
3. F inney (4W)
Beta
114
1. Schneider (3Wl 10.t
21
3 2. Reynolds (3Wl
3. Poplncolas (3W)
36 Andros
33. 1. Rlchardsc,n (Theta), 10.3
30 2. Poslek ( Eta)
3. Cooper (Iota)
Independent
31
26 1. Jim Prush (PEM) 10.3
2. John Jolinskl (Frogs)

Final Track Resull:s
F raternt1y Golf :
1. ATO
2. SAE
3. Sig Ep
4. Phil Delt
5. Sigma Nu
6. TEP
Fraternity Green :
1. TKE
2. Pi Kappa Alpha
3. Lambda Chi

Seven Athletes
Receive Honors

PE Majors, Alpha One
Top 1-M Softball Action
By l\fAX RAMOS
Asst. Sports Editor
The Senior Physical Education Majors (PEM I) unleashed a phenomenal 39 hit
attack and blasted Eta I 41-1

·:.·.;.,;·.,

w h i 1 e pitcher-firstbaseman
Jim Diaz ripped his second·
homer of the year. Glaize supplied the other lone hit, a double.
MARVIN SHERZER absorbed his sixth loss of the
season against four wins. He
walked three / while striking
.out five.
· USF, at press time, was
playing Florida Presbyterian
College in its season finale
Monday afternoon.

ATO, Alpha 4W Win

TKE, placing highly in all
running events, captured the
Green League quite handily
as it edged Pike by better
than 20 points, 66-45, in spite
of Steve Dalton's three wins.

THE SANDAL SHOP
306 N. DALE MABRY

Chris Leedy.
THE BRAHMANS LED
through the entire contest
going into the eighth inning
when the Tars tied the score
3.3 on an error iby Dave
Glaize which opened the door.
Although USF got only four
hits, they were all good for
extra bases and a three run
lead going into the disastrous
eighth inning. Buzzella paved
the Brahmans attack by slamming a double and a triple,

371
372

373
373
379
410

367
39'
412
414

STRIPPED
OR

FULLY LOADED!
MAVERICK
MUSTANG
FALCON

GALAXIE
FAIRLANE
LTD

· See Them Today!
TODAY'S SPECIALS
Florida Ave.

'·63 Fairlane Sports Coupe,

VS, auto., bucket seats,
c~nsole, copper, black
vinyl roof.

5950·0

$

$

184500

2•dr.,

haratop,

'65 LTD

'66 Fcdrlane 500 GTA. $1577.00

2•dr., Hardtop, ;190 VB, auto., bucket seats, cons•
ole, whitewalls, wheel covers, extra nice.

'67 Falcon • -••••••••• $1391.00

'68'Fairlane,
Sp~rts roof~
stack, 8, go1d

N. Dale Mabry

. 2•dr., 6 cyl., auto., radio,
heat, whitewalls

'66 Comet Caliente ••• $1456.00
2-dr., hardtop, 6 cyl., auto., radio,
heat, whitewalls, vdteel coven.

JERRY STE~NSTEIN

This Week:
Horses, Potatoes
And Zap, N.Ds

0~ CL E
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EDITORIALS AND COMMENTARY

Wl,lat with the war dragging on in
Vietnam and the campus's erupting daily
throughout the nation it is heartening to
see that our 114 day-old administration
has been able to ease its pace.
Last week the White House came
alive with the sound of soul as Duke Ellington played to guests of the Nixon's in
the East Room. The birthday party for
the Duke went off without a hitch and a
good time was had by all.

Tampa Gets A Raw Deal
\

USF student Otha Favors and
--ihe Tampa community got a raw
· •9ceal from the Tampa Times and
• staff writer Tony Zappone April 30.
·. In what was played and reported
;. · as an expose, the Times ran a
•··•. ,front page story relating to what
t; they . believed to be racism in the
, . Methodist Wolff Settlement in
: ;· Ybor City.

too late to do anything-?

NO! BUT IT HURTS LIKE
HELL!
What is needed. is an understanding that the white must be
educated in understand ing the
black.
.
Terms like "black militant,"
"Black Power," "Black is Angry,"
and pictures of Malcolm X and
clinched black fists can be too easily taken out of context by some
readers and shaped into deeper
feelings of animosity.

~

The story centered around the
;... ·. alleged firing of Favors from the
;_:_ settlement arising from the advo: · cation of racism. He had put up nu;:? merous p o s t e r s emphasizin g
: ::.: "Black Power."

...
In fact, he was never fired, and
'.::·: all allegations of racism from the
~·:::. settlement were cleared up in a
· :·::story by Zappone t he following
,;:,..,..·oay.

· ··· BUT _THE .TOTALLY _DANt·;;- GEROUS and grave injustice
~~~.came because the Times ran five
~ :Pictures of the posters and led the
:::-,;;story with "an admitted black miliFitant."
:
How strongly can we plead for
the situation?
: ±~Poes it do the · community ANY
:;.::·GOOD to give fuel to the white and
:;.:_ black extremists who advocate it's

~ an understand ing

of

But That's Not What I Meant By Free

IT'S _A _QUESTION _of what
you're looking for. Should the
media use the symbols for sensationalism? Or should they educate
themselves and try to understand
their real significanc e • • • and
serve the community with their
knowledge.?
•
Our definition of Black Power
says, "We're going to burn your
cities if you don't, in this generation, change your ways and accept
the black man for what he is. Your
equal."
And that, Tampa, is what will
happen if you continue to understand "Black Power" as something less than angry souls with a
· passion for living.

The Aquarian announced May 6
:.: it has suspended publication indefi··· nitely. Another printer, its second,
. decided not to cooperate because
.. of "outside pressure" applied to
::: them.
:
It's a blatant sin that people are
· · running scared - at the expense of
~- one of our basic freedoms: the
:- freedom· to freely express in print
:. ideas, feelings and comment.

By DR. W, A. HUNTER
Chairman,
Dept. of Modern Languages

~
UNDERGROUND publication s
; are strange animals with as yet un;~ defined boundaries . · They some; : times shock and even outrage the
:)- equally indefinable boundaries of
~· some people's sense of "good
;., taste. "
I.
=:: But they also serve a special": ized purpose - They provide an
~ outlet for the freedom of expres~ sion for those with something other ..
t h a n standards commensu rate
; with professiona l journalistic eth. •cs. They want their views heard in
open market - a freedom guaranteed to all Americans .
·
;, _ :_ And they represent them honest-

ly by calling their publication s
opinion forums rather than conventional newspaper s. .
1

GRANTED THAT. with these
freedoms comes also the price to
stand responsible .for what is printed, and for that matter the freedom for a printer whether to publish an undergroun d.
But the point is that the game
calls for publication first and ac- ·
countabilit y after the fact.
Granted also that in the case of
The · Aquarian, .·The Oracle would
sei!rn--J:o have little . reason to
moilrn its suspension since this
newspaper was the butt of irrationaf--and~un ethjcal criticism in The
Aq@oin•s firt issues.
$

BUT FOR ALL THAT, The Oracle. welcomed a competitor , particularly_one which _d ealt courageous ly with burning issues it felt needed an open airing•
·~
,
.
We hope The Aquar1an soon
finds a printer willing to cooperate. ·

A Man's ·Reputation
Roger Coe is something of a liv: ing paradox.
:'
The Student Governmen t Sena: t9r who was selected Outstandin g
: I;egislator for 1968-69, who has
i'been in the legislature since the
: Fall of 1967, who was former vice: presiden of the Young Republican s, .
! who was former vice-chairm an of
: the Students For Responsibl e Gov: ernment, who is chairman of
: the Coe Commissio n on the Student
~ Bill of Rights, who is commission : er and assistant Scout Master for
: the Boy ·Scouts of America, who
: was a delegate to the National Stu; dent Congress, who was recipient
• of a USF Merit Award, and who is
: a four-year veteran of the U.S.
,. fETu.~tWmT%;W--~~-4::f}fil:f~::Z~4[~~~1J™
~
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Army and received a top secret ·
cryptograp hic security clearance,
is currently free on $2,000 bond for
the "possessio n of stolen property."

(NOT FOR STEALIN'G PROPERTY, as was reported in the
Tampa Tribune).
But, an immediate matter of
character presents itself.

COE IS ONE OF the most
widely respected students at USF.
His continuing, conscientio us .efforts toward building a better t,miversity with better students have
won him the recognition he deserves. ·
But tlie quandry he finds him- .
self in _presently is doing much· to
unconsciou sly malign his character. '

ADJUDICATION OF HIS case
and examinatio n of the back-ground of the case will have to be
the subjects of future editorial
comment, after all the facts are in
and when due process has run its
e<mrse.
But for the moment, this newspaper wants to tnake its faith and
confidence in Roger Coe an matter
of record, and to suggest to its
readers and to the media to reserve judgment - a very good
man's reputation is at stake.

! day.

; Philip Runnel•
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Le•tter Policy
The Oracle welcomes letters
· to the editor. All letters must be
signed and kept under 350 words.

But although the Congress has been
little moved by a quiet Nixon they have
been disclJS.5ing important subjects. The
following is a brief example:
Press!
J;I A senate agricultural committee
devoted an entire mo111ing to the discovery· that the potato was in serious trouble. The half-dozen Senators present
were enthusiastic about setting up a potato promotion program to combat the
adverse handling the potato has received
from the American people. The Rian
futile resistance and accept it.
would enlist the aid of Madison Avenue
I am not referring here to the participants in the superb Institute on Leisure. · to get the potato back on the dinner
table.
No one' should be surprised if the next
visitor should be the elder statesman of
,,,, THE VIETNAM QUESTION althe New Left, Herbert Marcuse, who Is
though of great concern to the nation
the best argument .yet for compulsory reseemed to draw less than a full house in
tirement at 35. If he does come, I hope
the Senate wl:len last Thursday Thomas
that someone will ask him to explain
J. Dodd, D·Connecticut, discussed for
why be believes that academic freedom
one-hour and seven minutes the Vietnam
(that is, for the opposition) is no longer
problem. Through most of the discussion
desirable.
however, Dodd's comments went unheard
Scholars of the future, if there should
as the ohamber was empty.
be one, will be baffled by the inconsisAnother problem being · faced by the
tenc;ies of this age. They will find it difRepublicans
this year has been the quesficult to account for the fact that in
tion
of
horse•racing.
Two Saturday's ago
most areas we have abandoned the
the
Republican
Governors
met in the
major fallacies and superstitions of the
blue-grass
state
and
President
Nixon adpast. Phrenology has fallen into disredressed himself to the campus riots and
pute. Merlin's influence is on the wane.
the problem of solving them by :watching
Yet, we are still expected to accor~
the
Kentucky Derby.
"equal tiipe" to the most absurd and
reactionary hoax ever perpetrated in
As if to show the growfog concern
modern times. Yes, reactionary. Marxwith our problems the students and
ism was hopelessly reactionary even at
indeed . other members of 01,ir society
the time .that Marx, under the sponsorhave taken advice from the administraship of Engels (a Nineteenth.Century
tion's "cool" way of handling major criCyrus Eaton), concieved it.
· ses.

'Student Unrest' Mis nam,e d

Who's Willing To P~int?

"'an

9ffl

THE TONE OF THE QUIET and sedate administartion was also reflected on
Capitol Hill. last week as no major piece
of legislation was either recommended
or cleared by the four-month-old Congress.

ent. The entire article should be read
and pondered before anyone writes another letter to an editor on any topic related to the misnamed "student unrest."
"Whoever wishes to have ideas must
I refer to it as "misnamed" because I
first prepare himself to desire truth and
am not convinced that it was originally a
to accept the rules of the game imposed
spontaneous movement by . students
by it. It is no use speaking of ideas when
alone. My opinon is based on observathere is no acceptance of a higher autions on other campuses within the last
thority to regulate them, a series of stanfive years, as well as on this one.
dards to which it is possible to appeal in
Again,
Sidney Hook seems to share this
a discussion. These standards are the
suspicion: "In the last analysis, it is the
principles on which a culture rests."
faculties who are responsible for the
This reminder is provided by the
present state of American universities - .
Spanish philosopher Jose Ortega y Gasresponsible because of their apathy for
set, in his prophetic book The Revolt of
what has developed in the past, and for
the Masses, which, although published in
missed educational opportunities.''
1930, seems more and more to have ibeen
Has rto one else been struck by the
directed toward these times. Indeed, if
overwhelming irony of the present situathe universities continue to abandon
tion on this campus? Here is a thriving
their traditional role as the last refuge
institution,
remarkable, aside from
for truth and rationality, the loss for sowhatever academic distinction it may
ciety will have been irreparable. A conhave attained, if only for the excellence
temporary observer adds these thoughts:
of its physical plant. No matter what de"In a secular society the places .feels and inequities may be found in the
where human beings assemble to enquire
free-enterprise or - why not .say it? and to reason together should be regardcapitalistic sy~tem, can any one really
ed as sacred ground. Whoever deseconvince himself that a collectiviei,t sociecrates it should feel the disapproval of
ty could have equalled this accomplishthe entire community."
WOULD YOU LIKE to see the ' SOS
ment in only ten years, and have the
IN ZAP, NORTH DAKOTA 2,000
eradicated?
The remedy is so simple
young
original
college students responding to an
structures
still
standing?
THIS IS THE FINAL paragraph of a
that it is amazing that no one has sugad in a North Dakota College newspaper
powerful article in the issue of Saturday
YET, WITHIN THE LAST few
gested it before. Just plant the rumor
invaded'that community of 300.
Review for April 19. The author is Sidmonths we have been .privileged to listen
that
they
are
in
reality
a
coalition
of
Although the damage to Zap's two
ney Hook, who retired a year ago_ as
to an ~ntire, series of visiting experts,
Y~ung Re~ublican~ a:1d Young Americans
bars
aQ!i one cafe was estimated at $10 •
chairman of t he Department of Philosobrought at ·no little expense to the tax- · for Freedom. Then- sit back and watch U
.
'
000 , and the National
,__,. m·ll·
.,
ph}Sff,New .Xork University.-He has de- · ·"'paye~ ~of Florida, whose primary mis- .T1uw.,~
D
Ed
d
K
..
Guard had 500 men
..1 1am;,0 , oug1as,
war en- - ·•.;;,vvth
'
·ne d J b J ·.ts·
vot~ the-1nlervening tirii,do·cl. desperate "•··sicin ·seems to have been to inculcate the
y, . aco
avi , an d Drew p earson·, •, .a·n e.bscene.h Zap
d mayor Norman Fuchs
campaign: to awaken his .. colleagues to
· to acti.on. In · fac t , George Wall
idea. •that, since Marxism is obviously
•""
escn
ed
t
e
amage assessment as
go m
ace -:t,, • 1 di ,.
the ~ onsequerices of the anarchism to · "the wave of the future," it would be so .,might.even join forces with them. Mean-:
:-nus ea ng.
whf!i so lllany::of .them.are-'.still indiffer- - much -simpler if we would abandon our , whi:lft,-~ _e y ar!! •§till-scum.
'
~-;. ~ In a Press Conference, covered by all
\.
-''
:~· the major wire services, .and even re!):
,...
·:,..: ' ported by Paul Harvey, Zap Mayor
Fuchs said, referring to the eruption of
.,.
reveling on Zap's unpaved Main Street,
"You couldn't tell who started it or what
,.· ~started it."

..

--.-.

BOB MEYER

Let's Recognize

sos·

In the past few weeks the university the SDS members presently on this cam- · Right. It might be we -need protection
campus has . painstakingly been · made
pus can be labeled irresponsible. Many
against the New Left .from the Geogra. aware of a very important and vital ·. of these individuals are responsible for ..phy Department
and other radical
issue · - the official recognition of the
dynamic and needed reforms which have
groups.
Students for a Democratic Society (SOS)
come about through their tireless efforts.
I would like to suggest that caution
on the USF campus. The most amazing
To belittle this is rather ludicrous. These
and
rationalization is the order of the
· point is the continued lack of specific ·isindividuals, I maintain, do have the right
day, and for those of you who have besues against allowing the SDS group
to organize, which they have done, to be
come captivated with this seemingly
presently on campus to be officially recregistered only, and to utilize campus
campus-conc
erned organization, Commitognized in order to utilize campus facilifacilities for meetings as Jong as they
tee
for
Rational
University, please examties.
follow the prescribed regulations. We
ine and decide the main issue unclouded
To deny this privilege without qualifican and should do no more. Until such
with emotional hysteria. The right for
cations cannot be tolerated if this camtime as SDS, or any other campus orgastudents to organize, register, and enjoy
pus is to continue to be recognized as an
nization, attempts to destroy this univei:all the privileges of this U!liversity until
intellectual institutii;m rather than a posity or disrupt the classes, we have no
such
time they prove themselves incapalitical arena for hysterical and irrational
grounds to prohibit their presence.
ble
of
doing so without destruction.
action by those st?lf-appointed reactionaries concerned with maintaining our SO·
I CANNOT ·at this time, therefore, acMy opinions do not necessarily reflect
cial norms_
cept the need · for a vigilante group to
the thinking of the Political Council or
It is difficult to accept the fact that
protect our institution against the New
the USF Young Democrats.

Aquarian Isn't Dead
By DAVID TATEl,M.Ql
Editor, t.he Aqnarian
The Aquarian is not dead; it has been
liberated - and so have the editors.
Bob Van Hook and I have spent a good
part of the past year trying to liberate
ourselves from artificial positions. We
quit the student government because it
seemed to make people think that we
somehow had more to say than others.
We knew this · was just a cruel joke on
the people in the student government
and those who weren't. So we demonstrated the face of student government
as best we could, by liberating it in poetry and revelry.

UNFORTUNATELY, WE SOON saw
ourselves back in the same artificial positions, as editors of an underground
newspaper. Now people would come up
to us and say that we were doing a fine
job, or they really liked the last issue.
Fine, we would say, come join us. But
tkat barrier was there again ; people had
gotten the idea that The Aquarian was
our thing.
For this reason, the best thing I could
do for The Aquarian was to leave it.

People had the wrong impression of their
role in relati~n to The Aquarian; this was
not "our thing." It should have been a
community experience.
It was my fault · to a great eictent,
however. I fell into the ego-trap. I felt · ·
that we had a reputation to live up to.
The Aquarian had to be a good paper, so
I slaved away in order to keep up our
high standards. The whole staff felt like
they were constantly on trial. If we let
our standards down just once, everybody
· would desert us.

, . WITH RESPECT TO property dam_ag;e Mayor Fuchs said, "The places were
kind of run down anyway."
• And so another week is history and
President Nixon has a nice sun-tan.

LETTE,RS

Hidden Doors
EDITOR:
"There's something USF doesn't like
a stairs or front door," with apologies to
Mr. Robert Frost. Prime examples are
the Education Building and Science Cen- .
ter (or Bastille as it is more commonly
called). The stairs are as carefully hidden as the cashews in a can of mixed
nuts.
Even -more hidden are these buildings'
front doors. Contrary to the other huildings at USF, their front doors face away
from the center of campus. If you do
enter the small·sized 'back" doors on the
campus side, ypu are on the second
floor. Mos.t curious. Could they be trying
to tell us something? ...
. . . ''WILL SUCCESS spoil Readers'
Theater?' Standing room only has been
abolished at the Wednesday Coffee
House presentations in Engineering Auditorium. Fire regulations prohibit sit•
ting·on stai,rs or standing.
Many were turned away for George
Ross's "Child of the Sea," · ,including
those required to see it for speech
classes. "Get there early" will be the byword· unless there are bigger accomodations or poorer productions. Have courage, a new Fine Arts-Humanities auditorium is due in 1972.
ERNASCHERFFIUS
4ENG

About CRU
EDITOR:

I FEEL NOW THAT the best thing we
could have done is be a lousy paper.
Wouldn't it be wonderful if people would
look at The Aquarian and say, "Boy do
they need .help!" It would be like a parent to his -son. Everyone would pitch in
and help ·:the awkward kid to his feet.

DAVID TATELMAN
••• not finished yet.

A lot of people have been wondering
why I ·don't seem very anxious to get
The Aqua:r.ian going again. Why in heaven's name don't I wish to keep starving
to death, working 80 hours a week, getting a lot of crap from everybody? You
have it righ( there. Putting out The
Aquarian can be a real drag when it

·stays "our thing." That's all we will
take. We must liberate everybody ~specially o.urselves. 1
The Aquarian will be back. And take
my word for it, it will be much better
with many new faces. I'll be interested
in seeing what you can do with it.

If Mr. Griffin's recent CRU article
had been preceded by the usual: "any
resemblance to persons and incidents
(including remarks) is purely coincidental," it might have been more factual
and less witty and amusing.
LANCE D. LIMOGES
Instructor,
Geography
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Conserve tive Literature Scarce In Bookstore
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BiS.okstore Bi•as?
gDJTOR:
:with the April 23 Oracle be-

fore me, I can well understand the "Plight of the
Blacks on Campus." If one
observes closely enough, he
will find that it is not only the
black students who are not
being given a fair deal.
It is indicative indeed of the
prevailing bias that conservative-orientated literature is
.extremely scarce at USF.
Why does the UC Bookstore
carry books proclaiming the
"God is dead" theology of
Thomas Altizer, the existential
philosophy of Paul Tillich, 1
and the atheistic human'ism
of Charles Potter, but nothing representing evangelical
Christian scholarship?
!'WHY IS A l\fAiV of the caliier of J. Edwin Orr (with deirees in science, literature,
history, literature, theology
i nd· philosophy from Oxford
l:Jniversity) not represented in
the philosophy and religion
iectjon of the bookstore? Is it
not because this learned man
&efends the doctrine of the ini,iration of the Bible?
. CZ My
basic question is:
fhould the University con;inue to censor the literature
jf the evangelical Christian
jilith just because of the prejddices of a predominately libf'!'
student body?
~
DON BODDEN

destruction to property and
human lives.
Howver, Mr. Sternstein is
alarmed by the agreement of
the U.S. · to sell arms to Jordan. His logic is fantastically
inconsistent. We know that
the greatest amount of weapons delivered to the area by
the U.S. was· to Israel. Prior
to his leaving the White
House, President Johnson
(whom Sternstein said began
the arms moratorium to the
area) was the one who gave
the fifty Sky-Hawk fighters to
Israel and also made the decision to sell the Phantom jets.

es; I swallowed Morrison's
·prepared food morning, noon,
and night ; I regularly consumed and later became addicted to all sorts of stomach
remedies; I -even tu ally contract~d a gastric disorder ; I
spent a small fortune on medicine; and I finally graduated.

attended Florida State U. also catered by Morrison's.
One thing is for sure, my
mother, a good · cook, would
have been horrified at the deplorable conditions u n d e r
which her daughter regularly
ate.

FOR THREE YEARS I
stood in lines ; I had slop
plopped on my plate; I did
my own bussing of dirty dish-

have an internal, bitter dislike, almost a nauseous sensation, at the name Morrison's.
Last January I enrolled at
USF and soon had occasion to
eat in Argos. After several
bites, I turned to a friend and
commented that the food tasted exactly like that served at
Florida State and that such
poorly prepared food could
only have been prepared by

Upon graduation I vowed
never again to enter a Morrison's Cafeteria. To this day, I

Morrison's. Since then I have
not eaten on campus and I
have renewed my vow to
never knowingly touch another morsel of Morrison's prepared food.

I BELIEVE THAT the food
service problem at USF bas a
deeper foundation than canceling or not renewing Morrison's contract. The underlying
problem stems from Morri-

( ~ , SALE PRICES GOO
~ ;_ t ;-' ,, THRU SA TURDA Y
?r
-

THE MORATORIUM by
LBJ was one-sided and only
imposed upon the Arabs,
especially Jordan who is left
defenseless against Israeli
daily raids and napalming of
its people.
Also, for Sternstein's information, Jordan has never received the first squadron of
Fl04's . . . due to the termination of the agreement
with Jordan in 1966, notwithstanding the promise of delivery in summer of 1967, and
despite the pre-payment if the ·
expected procurement, and
most important, despite continuous Soviet offers to substitute for these planes. President Johnson broke his agreement with Jo_rdan, a consist en t I y moderate country ·
which has invariably been
pro-U.S.
At the same time,
. ""'
lPfil
Johnson supplied the deadliest
weapons to Israel.
I really wonder if Mr. Sternstein would be consistent and
EDITOR:
Mr. Jerry Sternstein's arti- condemn the delivery of the
cle in the May 7 Oracle, in Skyhawks by LBJ to Israel
which he condemns President and support, then, withdrawal
Nixon for agreeing to sell wea- of the Phantom deal?
pons to Jordan, is amazing in
THE TERMS HE USED in
its attempt to disguise his describing President . Nixon's
biases and distortions! We policy as " uninformed," re~e, of course, against supply- flecting "stupidity," and
ing weapons to the Middle showing "the utmost in naiveEast ·and sincerely believe te" are amiss and unreasonthat the more we introduce able. It is my firm conviction
weapons to the area, the more that President Nixon is not
we enchance the capability of being unfair in this matter.
Rather than characterizing
his policy, Mr. Sternstein's
BOYS' CAMP HAS
descriptions
of reflecting "stuCOUNSELOR OPENINGS
pidity" and being "uninMen for swimming, sailing,
canoeing instruct ion. Extensive
formed'' and "naive" can
progro_m on Jorge lake.
best be applied to his own
Red Cross WSI required ·opinions.
(Camp pays tuition at Red
FRANCES E. WOSS
C_ross Aquatic S~hools.)
Other openings include nature,
3PSY

son's monopoly at the various
state educational institutions.
Thus, the Board of Regents
needs to split the food service
concessions among more independent restauranteurs, even
if it means less of a 'KickBack' .to the universities, and
should 'Bust' Morrison's monopolistic control over this
service.

EDITOR'S NOTE:
W. N. Hunt, Director of
USF Morrison's says he urges
anyone with problems, complaints or suggestions about
the food service to channel
them through the Argos or
Andros Food Committees, or
to see him personally in University Center 257, or Director
of Housing Ray King in Argos
229.
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. ECKERD DRUGS .•
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PRESCRIPTIONS·

PRESCRIPTIONS ~ ••

'J,'r4t ~~ ECKERD DRUGS

WESTCLOX

ELECTRIC CLOCK
• Westclox Bold model
• Sweep-alarm hand
• Guaranteed acc~rate

UMBRELLA

ROD & REEL SET

$10.95 LIST

riflery, archery, ceramics, Heod

Wailer. 41 st year, in Berkshires, ·
Moss.
·Send

full details,

phone tcr

Camp
Mah-Kee-Nae,
137
Thacher Lane, South Orange,
N.J. 0:/079

FREE·
SOAP
to

USF
Students

Tues.-Wed.-Thurs.
At

KOINKLEEN
LAUNDROMAT ?;:
'SHOPPING

CENTER
OPEN 5:30 A.M.10:30 P.M.

'Compliments'
EDITOR:
To the brothers of Sigma .
Phi Epsilon: My compliments ·
go to you and your brotherhood for displaying yourselves
to the USF student 9.(?dy as a
third-rate, immature, collec. tion of the worst of a fraternity system. I am referring to
your high school -ha,bit of befouling all signs put up by
members of the Spring Spectacular Committee with the
filth of "Sigma Phi Epsilon."
All of our signs are the results of many hours of work
spent on behalf of the students
of the University - but you in
your puerile crudity deemed it
more important to display
yourself for what you are
fighting against-degeneracy.
AT THIS ffl1E, nationwide,
fraternities and sororities are
losing members. There is a
distinct need to lure and attract bright men and women
to the fraternal system, but
by your childish actions, you
have more than amply demonstrated to the USF student
body your perpetual occupa. tion of the lowest position of
this fraternal system.
WAYNE SMITH, JR.
Program Chairman
Spring Spectacular Committee

, : -• :Reliable model
heat control . - T~ • S½:._Qt. capacity
~ ~
~,,..
~ •• Automatic
...... ............
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• . ...
•
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Taste

that

beats

the

others

cold!
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Honest-to-·
Pepsi taste!

PEPSI•

COLA
. llct11p11111tr1cwataujl

Food Not Good
EDITOR:
I would like to lend my support to the growing controversy surrounding the University's Food Service catered by
Morrison's Cafeterias.
For three years as an undergraduate before coming to
USF as a graduate student, I

REG. $8.99

4'' -

UMBRELLAS

•Atuactive : : - " ' col•~

··u•1r t

_27_C
·i!i\u• 63c
ere>;;?:3!1

NA1uRMAt. KPAERtMA _ _ _ _ _ _ _
5 0 5

LIM-IT1

BAYER ASPIRIN
_O_N_E_A_D_A_Y_MU-LT-IPL-E-WIT-H--iR-ON_1_73-

• Imported natural wrapper
• Top quality filler
• Natural leaf'binder399
• 100% tobacco, na
·
•
homogenized filler

VITAMINS

$7.50 VALUE

:ha..---G-EN-ER-Al_E_LEC~TR1
' (ELECTRIC TOOTHBRUSH
• Fully guaninceed model 5105
• Complete with two brushes
• Includes travel case

REAL
SAVINGS

,
69

$3,29 Value
LIMIT,

COPPERTONE LOTION •·tt1~UE 99C
17C
HAIR STYLING BRUSH
PHILLIPS MILK of MAGNESIA
59C
1

FLIP-ETTEMODEL
$1,00 VALUE

• Model w-22
• Big 20-fnch Portable
• Fully guar_a nteed

2 211 scomES FACIAL TISSUES
• AFM for FM
stations

• AC convertor jack
• Model NA5018

• 12•cup model 1912 :

· · .

• Attractive colors .
• Fully guaranteed

$10.95
LIST

·

799
.

i
:i ,

PARISIAN
HOLIDAY
$1,29 VALUE
LIMIT 1

200'$
REG. 31c
Limit 2

tit·.
RECORD SALE 4' it<v
co=M~~;;•.:f~%.. ' ~ f02~
1

98
AT $l.

57 .

WALL. & D.OOR

MIRROR

ASSORTMENT
• Attractive assorted colors
• All top quality
66_

3.

$5.95 VALUES

39C

24C

j i_.
J __

.

STEREO & HI-Fl

12-oz.

PORTABLE FAN B0URI0IS DUSTING POWDER

• Features Flavor Selector•

.

89c VALUE
Limit 1

GENERAL ELECTRIC
SPECIAL
VALUE

157

$2.98 VALUE

Apology
EDITOR:
I would like to apologize for
the actions of several of our
pledges, in painting our greek
letters on the Spring Spectacular signs at th.e entrance of
school.
I would like to inform you,
however, that this was done
with neither the knowledge or
sanction of the Brothers (or
Brotherhood) of Sigma Phi
Epsilon. The persons responsible have been reprimanded
and you can be assured that
such an incident will not
occur again.
,
Once more, let me say that
I am sincerely sorry that this
happened.
RICHARD F. SMITH
President
Sigma Phi Epsilon

LADIES' DECORATED

• Daiwa model 7290 open face
full bail spiMif19 !~ ~
• Matched witll companion
glass spinning rod

CURAD FLESH BANDAGES

MADE ll'il} A~P~-~OR EC~D DRUGS

688

• Deluxe viny·I model
• Folds easily
• Long sturdy metal pole

• Large 1B•in.
model
• .Dome top
• Durable
Aluminum
folding legs

233

$3.98 LIST

5Y2-FT. BEACH

SPIN CASTING

HANDY PERSONAL

. ALARM

C
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'/ Never Thought
/'d Work Again'
By FRANK FAINE

Sta.ff Writer
"I never thought I would
work again."
This too often is the lament
of high school drop-outs. And
Ted Bryant was no exception.
· But his tune has changed.
"Now I will be able to work
again at the type of job that I
have always wanted."
· He's in broadcasting. Currently working · at WUSF's
TV studios, Ted is part of a
training program under The
University Training Program
and the Tampa Concentrated
Employment Program.
_ The program trains dropouts in work they woul,d otherwise be unable to handle because of lack of job skill. The
program is open to all races.

Ted 'Plants' ! et For WUSF

Ted, originally from Jacksonville, became-interested in
the program while he was

Liberal Arts Council
Exten·ds Requirements

working for the Young Adult
C.Ouncil of the Community
Relations Program. He said,
"I_'ve always dreamed of
working at a television station. The program ·gave me -a
chance to make my dream
come true."
He began his salaried train-

ing last August -and will complete it this August. He is responsible for setting up the
studio prior to their shows. He
is also learning lighting.
Upon his completion of
training, Ted will either go t9
work for the station here or at
a commercial station.

Piano Recital Sef In FAH
There will be a joint piapo
recital Friday evening ·at 8:30
in Fine Arts Humanities 101.

Rod Keiser will perform
Rachman1noff's "S e con d
P iano CoIJ.certq."

Two students of Jacques
Abram, professor of Music,
will play : Daniel O'Dea will
perform "Pictures at an Exhibition" by Moussorgsky, and

Abram will accompany both
pieces .on a second piano to
give orchestral ..accompani
ment. There is no charge for
the performances.
0

·VOLKSWAGEN SERVICE
Special Bus for USF
SERVICE CUSTOMERS,
LEAVES for USF
.
Administration Bldg._at
8:15 A,M.
Return Trip 4:30 P.M.

Birds;~g·ij~;;;r1;~.

tr:/)._
V:tJ)

On The Way Up

M·eet the man with the
College Senior Plan

·Terry Jarvis
If you're a college sen ior or graduate"
student, Protect ive Lif e's College Senior •..
Plan is for you. This uniQue l ife insura.nce-...
savings prog ram off ers specia l benefits at..
preferred rates. And your policy is com- ~pletely paid up by normal retirement age. - ..
Remember; t oo; that premi um deposits · ·
may be deferred until your earnings in-·.:.
.:rease. Sound like a plan worth investigat-' ., ·
ing? It is. Get full information from your ··
Protective life College Representative. · ·

TERRY JARVIS
ADCOCK-MOORE & ASSOCIATES .
Suite 206 Mar iner Bldg.
5415 Mariner Street
Tel: 877-8391 Ta mpa, Fla. 33609

PROTEGTIVE LIFE- ·

.., ~'"I,

· - ••

;~,

d,o"r.,ucc1, COMPANY ·
: "'
The Liberal Arts faculty The new 24-hour requirement
:"Ai.
voted to require 24 hours of would provide for this lack in
liberal arts- courses outside a I ~g::en~e::r~al~ed~u~ca~ti~·o~n~c~o~ur::s'.:es::·_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
major in a meeting last week. IThe decision moves to the
University ·Senate Council and
Senate for required approval.
The purpose of the 24 hours
requirement was to give Liberal Arts ·& ajors a broader
view of their disciplines.
Minutes of the meeting said
that althougl). USF freshmen
and sophomnres complete presctibed general education requirements in the USF College of Basic Studies, more
than· half of the upper· level
students are transfers from
junior colleges where these
gen~ral education requirements are not strictly enforced.
·
Certain aavisers, it was argued, are permissive and do
•
not insist on a liberal education for the undergraduate.
t10MC Orr 1C:~ -•f11MlH 81'tAW., ALA91M A,.

-WW.,,..-J.l't-ollMt"- 111• l'n~fiMll

Ahnost 70,000 motor vehi; cles w'e'f~1Ityqlved in fatal
: highway~er~fies in .1968. Of
these, .more than 55,200 were
! priva~ · passenger cars, according to '.;['he Travelers In, suraiice '":'.Companies' annual
,._ ~:5tat!s_ti~~-'.,

--

Canada: .
Tuned-in cities.and totem·poles.
AShakespeare festival and -·_·
swinging discotheques.:- · · ·----- ·
Foreign flavor, friendly faces.
We'I' fly you ther~ for half fare.

Aegean Is Coming
,Aegean IS Coming ·

·sy

$how us your Air Canada youth fare Stand
I.D. card: Or one from
ahy other airline, and if you're under 22 we'll fly you to Canadaand all over Canada- for only half the price of an economy
class ticket.
·
And you won't have to take off at three in the morning to get the break. You can fly youth fare on any
Air Canada flight, anytime, any day on a stand ·
by basis.
.
How come such a good deal? We'd rather see
a smile than an empty seat. Come on up to
Canada. W e'll smile back. ,
For what it's all about in Canada and
Air Canada's Swing-Air Club,
phone us at 223-1721 in
Tampa.
Or write to Air Canada,
P.O. Box 598, Montreal
101, Quebec, Canada.

Aegean Is Coming

Aegean Is Coming
Aegean Is Coming

AIR
CANADA

@

'

Aegean Is Coming

I

•

University Center Lobby
·May,26, 27 & 28

411

.iMiller Probes ·social
. ~Injustice In 'Vichy'
.,-

0 ~ C L E.CLASSIFl·ED ADS

I

-~

South Florida
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POETRY WANTED for cooper_ative poetry anthology.• Please
include stamped envelope. Send
(2'7 characters/line) --- $1.00 to ldlewild Press, 543 FrederAdditional Line ------- .15 ick, San Francisco, California ,
Repeated:
24 Issues ---.90* _
94117
' __
More than
4 issues ____ .'75*
_ _ _ _. _ _ _ _ _
*Per five lines (27 characters)
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;_.:· By MAXINE KAMIN
?:'..
Fine Arts Editor
'-· ·
1 • '.1nci,dent At Vichy," USF's
n~·major theatre production
"could
--· · be happening in Hills"bqrpugh County ·as well as
Vichy, ·France," said Saul Zac~~Y, director. .
THE PLAY concerns itself--·t
.· h the German persecution
of·Jews during World War II,
tbutAt has a much wider rele_y:apce than to j~t that period
,
,of.history. 1
·· '.'It deals with man's capaci,f y to be bestial to his fellow
nien • . . and also his capacity of being godlike," Zachary
said.
• THROUGH THE p I a y's
cb~cters, we see dramatic
examples of the very worst in
people and the very best, and
Zaqhary feels that "there is
act of self-sacrifice in this
.play that redeems almost all
~~ evil§> that man can wreak
.w i

an.

on himself."
the milieu and you see the
Zachary continued . to ex- same things going cin now.
plain that "Vichy" is an abra- When I read the smear artisive -play : •. not a pretty cles in the local papers about
It B ob St
. evenson (Iranian proPlay. "It -is full of terror.
·
shows what men think and f essor at USF), I'm even
feel reacting to pressures that more pleased I'm 4oing
most. of us, hopefully, never •v·ichy' b ecause it really drahave 'to endure," he said.
matizes what the play is
· •t 0 drive h ome. Miller is
·
'-'But under ·pressure, men t rymg
acutely·
sensi·tiv
to
oc·al
e
s i
often reveal what they really
·cancers· It's a pi·ty the peo I
are," Zachary observed.
·
Pe
who need to be whacked over
"EACH OF THE ·captives in the knuckles . by this play
the play is reflective of a cer- won't get the polnt at all."
tain state of mind regarding
"VICJl:l..Y" IS part of a cycle
the social evil surrounding of plays tlfat Miller has writthem. One man thinks the7aw ten ~ealin~ ')'ith festerin~r
should be follpwed' at all times sores m ·society.
.
·.
• . . another feels militancy
':The Crucible" was about
and resistance at ~I cost is the Salem witch hunt trials _
the only policy. Most try to but it was written during the
deny the real threat to their McCarthy era in the 1950's.
lives.
· ''The allegory is inescapable,"
· "Above all," said Zachary, · noted Zachary.
"Miller is not · writing aboµt
"IN 'AFTER the Fall' Milan isolated event in hi~tory. ler deals with man's relationAll you have to do is change ship to society and the ques-

.

Two-For-One
Coming · Up
ByDOUGKAYE
Correspondent
This Friday's ~perimental
Theatre is two-for-one on th~
Centre Stage at 2 p.m. Two
sketches·will be pr_esented, directed by their authors.
Nancy Wetmore is i n
charge of her "Remember
That?", a series , of cliche.
scenes reminiscent of the
Late Show. Included are a
typical western, a typical horror picture, a typical gangster
flick, and a typical Hollywood
success. story. In roles such as
Big Al, Mary Lou Swallow,
Fran){enstein, 'and Black Bart

'

.

'

·\
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'Bawdy .Fun' Starts
Thursday In 'Ulysses'

'
·;. '69 GTO cmber;;·dtro;J:. fo.oi,:;;; dzpr:,
~ --.mb~?nf d!:1::ri p ~rnxo. Dxpo q!Jt~ bxyc
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tion of how much personal responsibility we owe our fellows, said Zachary.
" 'Vichy' follows the thematic development· from 'After
the Fall.' It dramatizes the
irrational persecution of people because of the need for
scapegoats - the shape of a
nose, whether one is circumcized or not, etc.," he continued.
·
THER:& ARE 21 characters
in the play including a young
boy, an old man, workers, an
Austrian prince, and an artist.
"The spectrum of thought in
'Vichy' is a cross section of
attitud~s that any society
might share towards an omnipresent evil," Zachary commented.
"Incident at Vichy" begins
May 22 and runs May 23, 24,
29, and 31 in the Theatre. Performances begin at 8:30 p.m.
Tickets are available at the
Theatre Box Office.

f/;n~tr i~~yo o oitu

. By SHERRY KNIGHT
Correspondent
"Ulysses jn Nighttown," the Speech
Department's second major speech production for Quarter III,, will be ' presented
Thursday and Friday, at 8 p.m. in the
Theatre.
Kay.,Kelly, speech instructor, is directing
Padraic Colum'.s adaptation of the nighttown scene from James Joyce's "Ulysses."
Sam Brady is the assistant director.
. "Ulysses" is about the search of Leopold
Bloom for his lost son. It is based qn the
Ulysses legend of Telemachus searc}ling for
his father, Ulysses.

/

~67 CHEVELLE

'66 PLYMOUTH

S / S396, Auto/Trans., Console,
P/S, R/H.
$1795 .

Extra clean - One owner tu/door
-hardtop, Economy Slant 6, Foct./Air,
Auto./Trans., P/5.
I.

$1695

* If your 'l anguage professor can't translate these
features, come see P-ancbo Alvarez at Jim Harrell
Pontiac; Northgate lqcation.
·

The production contains various dream
scenes, created through the use of rriusic
and dancers. Tilda Kaplan did the ,choreography for the pr-0duction. Carl Cuseo composed and is .playing the flute accompaniment.
.
"Ulysses in Nighttown" has a large cast
of 24. Still, some of the interpreters asslUile
the part of several characters. The major
roles are played by Bob Yanez, Russ Frederickson, Gene Burkett, Michelle Kammen,
and Sam Crutchfield.
"Ulysses in Nighttown" •is the last major•
speech productioµ for the quarter, and
promises to be an "evening filled with
bawdy fun," said Miss Ke~y.

10415 Fla .. Ave. / Ph. 932-4315
OPEN SUNDAY 12-6

THE UNIVERSITY CENTER

normal r un of poverty-row
Correi,pondent
films. But its single-minded
FOR THOSE who
emphasis on sex ad apsurdum
care, finally draws u n wan t e d
Russ Meyer's "Vixen !" is a
!~ughs, and the racist diavictim of overkill.
. logue lejives a bad aftertaste.
Meyer, a veteran indepenMeyer's excuse: "I .have to
dent filmmaker, has come a ·
long way s~ce his ifj.rst_sex- drllw customers with films
ploitation feature, "The Im- that are JD.Ore sensational than
moral Mr. Teas" (1959) con- · what the majors are' doing vinced him there was gold to actjon every minute, one kick
be mined on the bawdy grind after another."
house circuit.
'
. Meyer has a talent for servIn recent years, this busy -ing chap whiskey straight, but
director-producer has invaded if "Vixen!" is any gauge of
d::ive-in territory with com- things to come, he is abouJ to
pratively "tame" versions of kill the _golden goose through
"Motor Psycho" and "Faster overuse.
Pussycat, Kill Kill" for the - - - - - - - -junior set, and last year the
sterling production values and
a uthentic lustfulness of "Good
Morning .. : and Goodbye"
were passports to ·a Broadway
booking and fairly respectable
reviews. (Chicago, of all places, p_romptly banned it!)
By BOB JEROME

- PRESENTS _
FRI.-SAT._,.& SUN. .AT 7:30 P.M.
\'irmt
TOIi\"

f~111~tis· 1,isi

The ensemble will play excerps from "Der Freischutz"
by von Weber, and "Theme
and Variations" by Fearn.

14. HELP WANTED .
Male, Female
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10. AUTOMOTIVE , ·

The performances a r e 1960\ rR-3 good condition, radio- LOST:
·
Prescription sunglasses
admission-free, and everyone heater, new top. 115'South Blvd. with w)Jite frames. Reward.
is invited to attend.
Apt. 1. After 3:30 call 251-6026. Call 988-4085

22day

RANBIUR
.· ;gf-EIROPI

Today's Student Music Concert will be at 2 in the Fine
Arts Auditorium.

Featuring the USF Horn
Ensemble, the concert is
under the- direction of. Ward
Fearn, 1!,SSociate professor of
Music.

s lines

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - ATTENTION ALLS EN IO RS
· aye Linda Heath, Ilaria Midul2. FOR RENT
FROM TAMPA BAY AREA la, Linda Whilldin, Greg
Career $600 pe!' month, plus exHutchison, Doug Kaye, Rod Furnished apartments, electric pense allowar.ce for man needed
kitchen, air conditioning, car- for insurance agency. Send reGratz, Rich Helmlinger, and · peted, privacy. 13104 Livingston sume to : P . 0 . Box 11702, TamSteve Saperstein.
or call 242-0782, 871H5083 or 935- pa, Florida 33610.
7157
1
Bob Pregentek has written,
.
PART TIME HELP! (Upper
directed, and is starring in his For rent: Modern two bedroom Level Students) Work the hours
•
home - 1 mi. from1USF; fence
own spoof on a touring acting .; children & pets okay. $l25_mo. conven:ent !o your schedule and
school. In "The Seminar" (or Kitchen furnished - 1505 E. be paid higher than average
" Six Characters in Search"), Bougenvilla, after 6- p.m. 932- earnings. Call Don Henderly at"
Pregentek is empressario 5809
·
876-3173 to see if you can qualiNigel Lark, .who runs the Sublet
·
June
.
10,
to
Sept.
10:
fy.
furn. apt., 2 bedrooms & .2 _T_E_A_C_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_famed Lar k Sch oo1 of Ac tin,g. baths; aircond; large pool. .
HERS WANTED. Entire
His group ·of dilletantes, prim, $160-mo. Call ext. 319 or 450, or West, Southwest, and Alaska.
FREE REGISTRATION. Sout)ladonnas, and would-he's in- 935-3243
clude Ilaria Midulla as Olga
l. A_PTS. & HOUSES west Teachers Agency, 1303
Cheknova, Linda Heath as
Central Avenue, NE, AlbuquerMarcia Ingenue, Greg Hutchi- Wanted: 1 or 2 female room- que, N.M. 87106.,
son as King Castle, John May mates to share 2-br apartment Male Counselors fur North Caras Smash Crane, and Rich
summer. _All elec.: central olina Co-ed summer camp. For
Helmlinger as Clarence Hot, pool, near USF. Ph. 932-2093
1· t·
d
t
d
app 1ca 10n sen pos car to:
spur. A suggestion: if you
6. FOR SALE.
· T. R._ Robertson, Camp Pine,
wood, 1414 Felch Ave. , Jax.,
want to learn about acting, attend - but don't pay atten- Trailer, 8x46, ·good condition, Fla. 32207.
tion ! Oh, and come prepared $1,400, on 1 ¼ acre 5 min. ~ of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
149 Ave., 20th st- Fits 15 SERVICES OFFERED
for a question and answer pe- two,
campus.
nicely reduced
living costs.
•
·
riod conducted by Nigel Lark For add. info call 935-9257
Himself !
.
.
Papers, manuscripts of any
F_or sale : Seal Pomt Siamese 1ength typed in English, Gerkitte~s. $20. Phone 932-1801, man, and French. IBM execu-....
tive carbon r1bbc,n. Call Jennifer
The . USF Opera Workshop anytime.
AKC
Collie
puppies.
at
935-7948!
Beautiful
will present scenes from tra- Six weeks old, P edigree, lists
.
.
·
ditional and modern operas several champions. Have had T~mg done m_ my own horn~.
F r iday and.. Saturday evenings shots. $35 and $50. 401 Belved- 15,_y ears experience. 4405 Cobia
Drive. Phone: 988--7533
at 8:30 -in the Theatre Centre ere, Oval 988-6041
(TAR 130).
20 Lost And Found

'Vixen!'-Single Concert
Emphasis: Sex Set Today·

JIM HARRELL PONTIAC
_
NORTH GATE

13. WANTED

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING RATES
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England, Belgiurtf:HoHand, Germany,
~ustria, lt~IY, ·Switzerland, France ·.
In Europe escorted throughout

For Reservqtions

Also performing in the con,cert will be Carol Devine,
clarinet. She will be accompanied by Diane Wansley,
piano.

No, Service Charge

./

'

Call or Come To

1

·. t ·W9!l~D Ill'VE~.~E~JJR . ,t
2426 H.illsboro~Plaza _

Phone:
877-9566
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::.1 ::~ WH.EREAS for the second t im e in its his tory, the
; ~/ FLORID~ DE~TA C h apt e r ofSl~MA ~l~HA EPSILON
F~at~rn~ty m accordance with sm~ilar chapte rs

::Ii:<

~-

w1thm its r ~alm planne d a ~ lantat~on wee k e ~d ,
• . ,1 •fil and M_
a gnoha B_a ll; Ai:id. ~unng which the re will
~::i- be vanous special activitie s ; And 1
~' ) _WHEREAS_union to tha t institution known as the
mi
1® U_n ive rsity of South F lorida would· cau se grie v·: ·;,. ance to the m e mbe rs of the FLORIDA DELTA
.. ].,, Chapte r o f S igm a-A lp h a Epsi1o n Frate rnity, it is
' fi our b e l ~e.f ~nd d es.ire th~t abs~luti~n of all tie s
,, and affiliations w ith said U mve rs1ty b e com. _p le te ly severed for a d esig nate d a n d specific p e, . ii riod of time; And THEREFORE th e FLORIDA DELTA
~~!
Chapte r of the SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON F~·ate rnity
,,. -~ doe s h e re by formally a n d ab solute ly, with grave
❖.-,,.-:?- thought aforeh and , disavow any and all connec'· ·«: tion with the afore m e ntioi'le d in stitution s; a rid in
· i. the finest and most honorable tradition of the
South, does _a ssert ~ts li~depen_de nce an~ does
sece d e from the Um versit y of South F londa for
the specifie d time to ext e nd from the fo mte enth
• d ay of M ay Nin e t een H undre d and Sixty Nine,
'i~ until th e e ig hteenth day of M ay, Nineteen Hun· ·~ dre d and Sixt y N ine, at whic h time it will again
·. ~- assume _ifs rightful and h onorab le position w ith
·: · : the Inte r-Frate rnity Council and the University
-: of South F lorid a

,
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.. .I Michael Minardi
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. MEYER, of late, bas been
backed into a corner by the
new wave pf sexual freedom
on the screen. ("The ma jor
s tudios are pushing me to extremes," he lamented to
TRUE Magazine.) Now, with
! ~i : ::e~f p~:t !~~
few outings to r ecord - over
and over again - the exces~ ve sexual hungers of a mar:ied worn~ living and lo~~ng
in the _wilderness of British
Columbia.
As the raven-haired heroine,
newcomer Erica Gavin is a
mountain of impudicity who
makes _tpe normally voluptuous Raquel Welch resemble a
pooped-out ·Girl i Guide. Miss

I~

Tom Houston
=,.*!,
?~\\.-:-: Emine'nt Archon
Eminent Recordert
~4}\
!.t~~
·· _', Florida Delta Chapter
Florida D elt■ Chapter '.'.'>-:::}
. ,,~
~IGMA ALPHA EPSILON FRATERNITY

Gavin, with her buxom, statu~~~ueG~g~;;::e,inc~:s spo~
ced-up vision of backwoods
fun and games.
After some torrid lovemaking, she confides to her virile
bush pilot husband, "You're
still number one." .'
'. 'Who's number two?"• h e
asks.
VIXEN, who rarely says
"No" to anyone, can count up
to five, and her conquests inelude a passing Mountie, a
se.x-raddled couple, and her .
shiftless brother. (Meyer has
evidently seen Vilgot . SJ·oman's "My Sister , My Bove"
withput profiting from that
tasteful.._presentation of a _tou• theme.)
cliy
Considering the limited talent and the meager $70,000
budget, "Vixen!" has a p-rofessional sheen which elevates
it several notches above the·
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You can f ly.
. As a TWA hostess.
And you know what that means.
.
None of that B to 5 hassle, number one. Good coin,
number two. And number three, lots of t ime off to do
what you want t o do.
.
And the places you can go are fa ntastic. Nam~ a place
in the world. We're taking a t rip there every day.
If you're trying to get above it all, make note of the_
little blurb below.
It may be t he start of the rearrangement your mind's.
been looking for.
Date: Wednesday, May 14
Time: Contact Placement Center for Appointment
Plat e: Placement Center
Non-Ogre Interviewer: Sandi Donoldson
P.S. If you're inte~ ted in applying for a summer hostess
job, come in and we'll talk it over (minjmum age 20,
completing Junior year):

Make a decision. We probably won't be
here again this yea r.

-

B~a.

TWA \.Hostess
It's like no job on earth

An equal ·opportunity employer

! '
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